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ABSTRACT
The process industry is concerned with the processing of crude resources into other products.
Such crudes consist of multiphase components that introduce major challenges to the
operators; hence the need for efficient instrumentations that address such challenges is highly
desirable. One major need is an early deposit detection system that detects deposit before it
builds-up in a pipeline or equipment to prevent any possible hazard. Another critical
requirement is the need to continuously monitor the flow and deduce the flow rate of every
individual phase in order to study and analyse the produced product. Hence, in order to
ensure safety, increase profits, optimize production and ensure production quality, the
multiphase flow must be adequately monitored and controlled. This thesis demonstrated the
efficiency of novel ECT algorithms for early deposit detection and multiphase flow
measurement in order to measure the flow rate of all separate phases. This thesis focuses on
developments in ECT image reconstruction specifically the inverse solutions and is divided
into three main studies where they all build up to complete each other. In the first study, ECT
is used for the first time with a narrowband pass filter to focus on targeted locations in a pipe
where dielectric contaminants are expected to deposit in order to enhance the resolution of
the produced images. The experimental results showed that different deposit regimes and
accumulated fine deposits could be detected with high resolution. The second study allowed a
better understanding of how conductive material could be imaged using a conventional ECT
device and how state of the art algorithms such as iterative total variation regularisation
method and the level set method could enhance this application. Also, absolute ECT imaging
is presented for the first time where the level set algorithm uses only one set of ECT
measurement data. This study gives a novel solution for detecting conductive deposits as well
as paves the way to use the new level set algorithm for multiphase flow measurement. In the
third study, the novel narrowband level set algorithm was modified to image multiphase
media in order to correctly determine the number, location and concentration of the present
phases. The innovative absolute ECT imaging using level set method is tested with high
contrast and low contrast multiphase data, which adds more to the challenge.
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Chapter I
1

INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY

Multiphase flows that appear in many industries (i.e. oil and gas, aerospace, chemicals, etc.)
are considered complex and unpredictable, hence multiphase flow monitoring/measurement
is considered a critical issue in the process industry. A multiphase medium or a flow may
consist of two or more different phases in terms of their chemical/physical characteristics.
Sometimes, a multiphase flow is associated with undesirable deposits or dirt (which are
considered as another phase) that disturb the system and cause instrumentation faults. In
order to ensure safety and increase profits, the multiphase flow must be adequately controlled
and measured. In order to do so, analysis of the multiphase flow is required to determine
some of the flow features/properties, such as the flow regime, number of phases,
concentration of each phase, etc.
One of the major challenges related to multiphase flows in the process industry is the
unattained deposit that might build-up in a pipeline or equipment and disturbs the flow
causing serious problems downstream. Another multiphase flow challenge is the need to
monitor different phases in a flow in order to either measure the flow rate of all separate
phases or one particular phase. This study focuses on pipeline problems related to multiphase
flow

such

as

pipeline/equipment

deposit

monitoring

and

multiphase

flow

monitoring/measurement. The motivation, aim and objectives of the study are stated in this
chapter.
1.1

MOTIVATION OF THE STUDY

Currently, multiphase flows are analysed by means of Multi-Phase Flow Meters (MPFMs) to
get the flow rate of each phase, however, multiphase flow measurement using MPFMs is
considered a challenging topic because multiple variables related to the fluid properties play a
role in the analysis, hence, one limitation of MPFMs used today is the higher measurement
uncertainties compared to single-phase metering systems. This is because of the fact that they
measure more complex flows than what is measured by single-phase measurement systems.
Therefore, continuous calibration and verification is always necessary for such MPFMs.
Furthermore, MPFMs usually do not accommodate for contaminations in the flow, which
will further affect the accuracy of the meter, and hence they are not designed to measure the
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flow rate of contaminants.
In light of the limitations of the current MPFMs available in the marker, process tomography
techniques have emerged to offer alternative solutions for multiphase flow measurement and
deposit detection, however they are still in the stage of research. The idea of this study comes
from the fact that a subsurface image of the pipe’s cross section will surely help analysing the
flow in terms of the flow phases and deposits. This will help to monitor and possibly
automate the process for multiphase flow analysis/measurement and deposit detection,
allowing quality assurance, single well surveillance/monitoring/testing and production
optimization, thus increasing productivity, efficiency and safety. There are various techniques
available for process tomography for imaging the subsurface properties of materials. A
comprehensive review of the different process tomography techniques was conducted by
[11]. For a particular application, some techniques can be useful yet others may not be.
Besides being non-intrusive and non-invasive technique, ECT technique offers the combined
advantages of being fast, compact, safe, easy to interpret and cost effective. Thus, ECT is
considered in this study to image the internal cross section of pipelines. The other motivation
of using ECT technology comes from the fact that different constituents of a flow have
different permittivity. Hence, by knowing the capacitance of each of these constituents, a
proper analysis of the permittivity distribution would lead to a good estimation of their
concentration and can be used to reconstruct an image of the process.
1.2

THE AIM OF THE STUDY

Despite its appealing advantages, ECT has the prominent drawback of offering lowresolution images since the ECT system is limited to few measurements per one measurement
cycle, making the image reconstruction problem ill-posed and underdetermined. This soft
field nature of the ECT system makes the implementation of ECT system a challenge. In
ECT, various image reconstruction techniques have been implemented, in which some of
them are better suited for one application than others.
The aim of this study is to make use of the advantages offered by ECT systems and overcome
their challenges to construct high-resolution images of multiphase media. Areas of research
in ECT can be classified as sensor design, hardware electronics, and image reconstruction.
This thesis focuses on the image reconstruction aspect, in particular the inverse problem of a
typical ECT problem and attempts to adapt conventional ECT system to:
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1. High resolution early deposit detection: due to the limited measurements per one
measurement cycle of the ECT system, the produced images are usually low in resolution
making it hard to detect small amount of deposits in a medium.
2. Monitor conductive deposits: deposits can be conductive such as metal for which it is
not clear how ECT works in such case. Metal detection using ECT is not really addressed
in the literature despite the industry need for it.
3. Low contrast multiphase imaging and measurement: distinguishing different phases
using ECT is considered a challenge since the produced images using the traditional ECT
reconstruction techniques usually give enough information about the existence and
location of different enclosures without distinguishing the different phases in a medium.
4. High contrast multiphase imaging and measurement: distinguishing different phases
using ECT becomes even more challenging when a high contrast phase is present in the
medium since it will dominate the domain making it hard to detect the other phases.
1.3

OBJECTIVES

The aim of the study is to be accomplished through the realization of the following
objectives:
1. To review different image reconstruction techniques for ECT in order to understand the
problem and the possible solutions, also to arrive at the best technique to adopt and
modify.
2. To implement a high resolution ECT algorithm for early monitoring of deposits in
piplines.
3. To adopt conventional ECT systems for imaging possible conductive deposits such as
metal.
4. To implement a low contrast multiphase imaging algorithm to distinguish all phases in a
medium.
5. To implement a high contrast multiphase imaging algorithm to distinguish all phases in a
medium in the presence of a dominating phase.
6. To extract concentration information about each phase in a multiphase medium.
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1.4

THESIS STRUCTURE

This study is divided into nine chapters in which Chapter 2 gives a brief introduction to the
critical issues related to multiphase flow measurement and deposit detection, in order to
justify the motivation and the importance of this study. Chapter 3 presents an overview of the
ECT system and its potential for online process monitoring. Chapter 4 depicts the
formulation of the forward problem, the linearization of the ECT forward model and the
normalization of the ECT data. Chapter 5 gives a review of different image reconstruction
methods for solving the inverse problem. Chapter 6 presents some novel experimental results
achieved in order to investigate the capabilities of ECT for early detection of deposits in high
resolution. Chapter 7 shows for the first time how ECT can be adopted for metal detection.
Chapter 8 presents an innovative method for low and high contrast multiphase imaging and
measurement. Finally, Chapter 9 states some limitations and challenges of the study and
offers some future suggestions to take this study further to the next level of online
applications.
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Chapter II
2

MULTIPHASE FLOW MONITORING AND MEASUREMENT

Multiphase flow is a general term describes multiple components in a flowing stream
generally appears in pipelines or vessels. In a multiphase flow, all components must be
physically distinct, immiscible and have phase boundaries. In the oil and gas industry, such
components are typically oil, water, gas and solid contaminants, however oil and water are
sometimes considered as one phase, namely liquid. For more detailed description of
multiphase flows refer to [10, 96, 112, 126, 128, 129, 132, 133].
The objective of this chapter is to provide a background to the work presented in this thesis in
which novel image reconstruction techniques for ECT are developed to investigate
multiphase media. The background of the work generates from the process industry
especially the oil and gas. In an attempt to address two of the major issues faced in oil and
gas operations, this chapter starts with a description of the two major scenarios that will be
addressed in this thesis, namely deposit detection and multiphase flow measurement. Also,
the current state of the art technologies in deposit detection and multiphase flow
measurement are described along with their advantages and disadvantages.
2.1

DEPOSIT DETECTION

Solid deposit in oil/gas pipelines is a worldwide problem facing the process industry affecting
all phases of production, transmission and distribution, causing problems to the pipeline
operations up to the customer delivery point. Therefore, monitoring the propagation and
deposition of such contaminants at different points of the pipeline network or at a critical
equipment will help in taking more adequate preventive actions. Different forms of deposits
continue to be present in the pipelines of many modern process industries. The type of
contaminants depends on the pipeline material, the composition of the flow and the extraction
process.
Today, in the oil and gas industry in particular, operators use three techniques to avoid
blockage caused by deposits depending on their location and their physical properties, 1chemical injection in the pipeline flow, which is costly and not very effective, 2- periodic
pigging of the pipeline, which disturbs the production and/or 3- separation techniques (e.g.,
filters and cyclones), which disturb the flow. Examples of pipeline deposits include:
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Hydrates: Under high pressure and low temperature conditions in gas or oil wells,
free water and natural gas combine to form ice-like solids called natural gas hydrates
(Figure 2.1). Currently, hydrate inhibitors such as methanol and glycol are used as
hydrate inhibitors to prevent the formation of hydrates.



Mineral Scales: The accumulation of inorganic chemical deposits that coat the
interior of pipelines and other production facilities such as casing, perforation valves
and pumps (Figure 2.2). Mixing seawater and produced water or mixing water from
multiple wells is the primary cause of mineral scale. Basically, water is the primary
cause of scale formation right from the reservoir up to the delivery point. As mineral
scale is difficult to remove and requires strong acids, prevention is usually preferred
over inhibitors treatment. [1]



Waxes: Many types of crude contain dissolved wax molecules, and at sufficiently
low production temperatures, they can precipitate and deposit forming wax particles.
The formation of wax can build up in pipelines and critical equipments causing
restriction to the flow and creating bigger problems (Figure 2.3) [2-3]. Sometimes,
heat-tracing technique is used to keep the temperature adequately high in order to
prevent the formation of wax.



Asphaltenes: Present in most petroleum materials. They are dark solids that start
forming depending on the operating temperature, pressure and multiphase
composition (Figure 2.4). Unlike wax and hydrates, asphaltenes do not melt with
heat.



Sand: It can be either loose sand or takes the form of sandstones. Sand is very likely
to flow out of wells with the crude oil or gas.



Black powder: A general term for contaminants in gas pipelines; it comprises of
numerous forms of iron sulfide, iron oxide and/or iron carbonate. Sometimes these
main components are mixed with other contaminants in the gas pipeline such as
rouge, asphaltenes, sand, liquid hydrocarbons, metal debris and/or salt. The
combinations of these contaminants appear in black dry powder, liquid or sludge
suspension, depending on the pipeline condition; however the term “powder” is
general (Figure 2.5). Though up to this date the source of black powder is considered
to be vague, several studies have considered iron oxides and iron sulfides to be
formed by either chemical or microbial processes inside the gas pipeline, mill scale,
flash rust from hydro-test water corrosion or carryover from gas gathering systems.
Black powder is reported to shatter inside the pipelines into very fine particles (about
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one micron or less), making it easier to transport inside the pipelines and harder to
filter out, causing problems not only to the pipeline operations but also to the
customer equipments. Sometimes, such sub-micron sized particles accumulate
forming larger particles. [4-9].

Figure 2.1. Hydrate formation in a gas pipeline [142].

Figure 2.2. Mineral scale in a pipeline [127].

Figure 2.3. Wax formation in an oil pipeline [143].

Figure 2.4. Asphaltenes formation in pipelines.

Figure 2.5. Black powder in a 508 mm pipeline [95].
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2.1.1

Problems Caused by Pipeline Contaminants

Contaminants affect all stages of production, from the producing well up to the costumer
delivery point. Examples of problems caused by pipeline contaminants include:


Fouling of filters, which can shorten the filter life and increase the cost for maintenance
and cartridges replacement (Figure 2.6).



Obstructing the orifice meters, which causes inaccurate measurements of the flow rate.
This can affect downstream processes and lead to revenue losses (Figure 2.7).



Fire hazard: In some cases, black powder can be made up of primarily pyrrhotite (Fe1-xS
(x = 0 to 0.2)). This material exhibits pyrophoric properties that can burn when dried out,
making the process of disposing filter cartridges and bulk solids dangerous (Figure 2.8).



Fouling of instruments and valves, which can cause poor measurements and adds to the
cleaning and replacement costs (Figure 2.9).



Failure of the pipeline: Severe and unattained corrosion caused by fast flowing
contaminants such as black powder or sand can cause pipeline failure (Figure 2.10.a).



Wear of instruments: Fast flowing contaminants can erode instruments. Once a
component is eroded there is no treatment other than replacing it (Figure 2.10.b).



Fouling of compressors, which requires expensive maintenance and replacement parts
(Figure 2.11).



Increasing the interior pipe wall surface roughness, which creates a flow restriction
causing the pressure to drop and thus requires additional horsepower to achieve the same
flow rate, creating is an additional operating expense (Figures 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4).



Costs of the removal process, which include labour, chemical and waste disposal costs.



Fouling of equipment: Deposition of contaminants in equipment such as boilers,
separators and heat exchangers, decrease their performance.

Such critical problems can cause critical environmental impact, safety concerns, and added
costs for clean up, maintenance and unscheduled production shutdown.
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Figure 2.6. Filter coated with black powder [145].

Figure 2.8. Pyrophoric iron sulfide fire [145].

(a)

Figure 2.7. Wet black powder in orifice plate [145].

Figure 2.9 Black powder in pressure transmitter [6].

(b)

Figure 2.10. Erosion caused by sand particles to (a) a 50 mm bend pipe and (b) a choke valve [144].

Figure 2.11. Compressor valve with black powder coating [145].
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2.1.2

Current Methods for Deposit Detection

A specific review of all state of the art inspection technologies for condition assessment of
pipelines were given by [12-14]. However, not all techniques are applicable for deposit
detection, especially hydrocarbon deposit, which often presents in oil refineries or polymer
production plants. Thus, in the process industry, most commercial technologies such as
radiographic, ultrasonic or electromagnetic are used for pipe inspection purposes where pits,
cracks and damages in metallic pipelines are the primary concern.
Table 2.1 gives a comparison between the most popular techniques used for inspecting
pipelines non-destructively for deposits, namely visual inspection, ultrasonic, radiography
and infrared thermography. Table 2.1 summarizes the principle of operation of each
technique, their commercial availability, their advantages and disadvantages. All of the
compared techniques in Table 2.1 share the advantages of being non-invasive and nonintrusive. However, their individual advantages should be weighed carefully against their
disadvantages before choosing the proper technique for a particular application. For instance,
some of the eminent techniques used in the process industry for non-destructive testing such
as ultrasonic, radiography and thermography techniques are mostly suitable for metallic
pipes. Also most of the techniques are relatively slow and requires a trained operator to set up
the test and interpret the results properly.
2.2

MULTIPHASE FLOW MEASUREMENT

Crude flowing in oil and gas pipelines usually consists of more than one phase, for instance
oil/gas, oil/gas/water or gas/water. Sometimes such multiphase flows are also accompanied
by solid contaminants, which are considered as another phase. Multiphase flow monitoring
and measurement is highly desired in the process industry in order to ensure safety and
increase profit.
2.2.1

Current Techniques for Multiphase Flow Measurement

Due to the criticality of the issue and its high demand, numerous efforts have been made to
develop techniques to measure or image multiphase flows. Currently there are two ways to
measure multiphase flows, separation methods and inline methods. Good reviews of methods
used for multiphase flow measurement are given in [111-116] more than a decade ago. Since
then, advances in this area have been slow, and mostly, the same technologies are still used
today.
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Table 2.1. Common non-destructive techniques used for inspecting deposits in pipelines.
Imaging
method
Visual
inspection

Principle of operation

Commercial availability

Advantages

Disadvantages

A CCTV camera and lighting device (or laser)
attached on a mechanical or electronic carrier.

Different types are
commercially available for
research and process
applications, e.g., pan and tilt
and Side scanning evaluation
technology (SSET).

 High definition video of the inspection can be
achieved.
 The survey can be done online or off-line.
 The operator has full control of the inspection
(pan, tilt or zoom the camera).
 Easy interpretation of the images.

Ultrasonic [15]

High frequency sound waves are applied at
the exterior of the pipe. The sound waves will
travel through the pipe and then reflect back
to their source when encountering a boundary
with another medium (any fluid inside the
pipe). The reflected sound waves are used to
determine the thickness of the pipe.

Different types are
commercially available for
research and process
applications i.e. contact
technique (requires a couplant)
and Non-contact techniques
(Laser and Electro Magnetic
Acoustic Transducers (EMAT)
[16]).

Radiography

A source of radiation emits photons/neutrons
through the pipe and onto a photographic film
or a digital camera that record the absorbed
radiation, which is used to reconstruct an
image.

Different types are
commercially available for
research and process
applications e.g., Gamma rays
and X-rays.

 Good resolution.
 Access to only one side of the pipe is required
when the pulse-echo technique is used.
 Deep penetration into the pipe, which permits
detecting deep flaws and deposits.
 High sensitivity, which allows the detection of
small deposits and flaws.
 Can cover high range of the inspected pipe.
 No need to shut down the pipeline for the
inspection.
 High resolution images can be achieved.
 Ability to inspect complex pipe geometries.
 High sensitivity to changes in the pipe density.

 The speed of the carrier is relatively slow (1530 cm/s) to capture an analysable video.
 The carrier must stop at multiple adjacent
locations for inspection.
 Only large pipes that can accommodate the
carrier and the camera can be inspected.
 The inspection requires the process to be
stopped and the pipe to be emptied.
 Requires a trained operator in order to set up
the test and interpret the results properly.
 Complex pipe geometries are more challenging
to inspect.
 Calibration with respect to the pipe material is
required prior to the inspection.
 Generally requires contact medium (couplant).
 Deposits different than the pipe’s material may
cause errors in the reading.

Infrared
Thermography

According to the black body radiation law, all
objects above absolute zero kelvin emit
thermal infrared radiation. Consequently,
thermographic cameras are used to detect
radiation in the thermal infrared range of the
electromagnetic spectrum (900–14,000 nm)
and produce corresponding images. Since the
amount of radiation emitted by an object
increases with temperature (warm bodies
stand out against cooler backgrounds), an
external heat source is usually used to heat the
inspected pipe (active thermography).

Different types are
commercially available for
research and process
applications e.g., pulse
thermography, lock-in
thermography, stepped heating
thermography, and vibrothermography.

 Non-contact technique.
 Easy interpretation of the images given that they
are accurate. This is because it is only able to
detect direct surface temperature and from external
images the interior of a pipe can be predicted [17]
(wall loss caused by corrosion will emit more
heat).
 Large areas can be scanned at once.
 Performing thermographic inspections does not
require a certified or licensed operator, however, a
trained operator is essential to operate the device
and interpret the results.

 Potential health hazards associated with the
inspection.
 Relatively expensive.
 Relatively slow.
 Sensitive to the flow orientation.
 Relatively expensive.
 In active thermography, the pipe is heated first
before inspection, which makes the process
slower.
 The operating condition that must be
considered is somewhat drastic i.e. wind speed,
cloud cover, solar radiation, dust etc.
 Accuracy depends on several factors i.e.
emissivity value, compensation of the reflected
temperature, ambient temperature, distance,
angle of view etc.
 Not efficient for concrete and poly pipes [12].
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2.2.1.1

Separation methods

Separation methods rely on a complete or partial separation of the multiphase flow, followed
by in-line measuring instruments for each phase. One type of the separation methods is the
test separator where all three phases (i.e. oil, water and gas) are separated and measured
separately using dedicated meters for each phase. Typical one phase flow instrument for the
gas phase is an orifice plate while for the liquid phase turbine, coriolis or ultrasonic meters
are usually used. Separation between the gas and liquid phases happens due to the difference
in their densities while separation between the different liquids (e.g., oil and water) happens
due to their immiscibility in addition to the difference in their densities and viscosities.
Another type is the two-phase separator (i.e. gas/liquid) where liquids are considered as one
phase (i.e. oil and water) and then gas and liquid are separated by means of partial separation
techniques such as cyclone. Afterwards the gas and liquid are measured using a gas flow
meter and a liquid flow meter respectively. To extract the water cut from the liquid flow, a
water-cut meter is used such as microwave water-cut meter (Figure 2.12).

Figure 2.12. Partial separation type of MPFMs [146].

2.2.1.2

Inline MPFMs

Inline MPFMs do not require full nor partial separation of the flow; instead, the individual
phases are measured directly in the pipeline carrying the multiphase flow. Inline MPFMs can
also be through a bypass sample line rather than the main pipeline, where the sample flow
can be either separated into gas and liquid, then measured separately, or the sample can be
measured directly using inline methods. Bypass separation requires a homogenous flow
where the sample flow can be considered representative.
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Inline MPFMs are considered somewhat new technology compared to separators. Nearly all
inline MPFMs in the market measure the total flow rate of the multiphase mixture, calculate
the fraction of each phase, and then use these to calculate the flow rates of the individual
phases. Some of the measuring techniques and technologies that are commonly used for
inline multiphase flow measurement are:


Differential Pressure (DP) meters: DP meters can be used to either calculate the flow
rate of the multiphase mixture or the density of the mixture (if the flow rate is already
known). There are numerous types of DP meters that are frequently used for flow
measurement such as venturi, v-cone or other types of restriction; however, MPFMs
usually rely on the use of a venturi.



Cross-correlation: Cross correlation technique can use different technologies such as
densitometers, pressure gauges, electrical sensors or electromagnetic, radioactive, or
ultrasound signals. Each technology uses two sensors separated by a known distance to
calculate flow velocities. The most common sensors are electrical sensors (capacitance
and/or inductance). However, cross correlation does not work efficiently in homogenous
flows when there is an emulsion. This is because there is nothing to cross-correlate with,
since the signal-processing search for correlated signals such as flow turbulences or
irregularities (e.g., slugs or bubbles).



Electrical properties: Electrodes can be used to determine the phase fractions of the
multiphase mixture by measuring the electrical impedance (i.e. capacitance/conductance)
across

a

pipe

and

accordingly

determine

the

electrical

properties

(i.e.

permittivity/conductivity) of a multiphase mixture. Electrical capacitance and impedance
sensors are used to measure the permittivity and the conductivity of a multiphase
mixture, respectively, which both change depending on the phase fractions of the
multiphase mixture. Capacitance sensors perform best in oil-continuous flow while
conductivity sensors perform best in water-continuous flow.


Microwave technology: Measures multiphase mixtures either by resonance or
absorption techniques. Just like electrical capacitance based measurement, microwaves
use the difference in permittivity of the multiphase components in order to determine the
individual phase fractions.



Gamma ray attenuation: The most common nuclear sources used in multiphase flow
measurement are Barium 133, Caesium 137 and Americium 241 [10]. The nuclear source
is mounted at one side of the pipe while a detector is placed on the opposite side. The
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principle of measurement comes from the fact that the number of gamma rays that are
detected is dependent on the composition of the multiphase flow, e.g., water is a strong
absorber of gamma rays while gas is a weak absorber. This technology can measure the
gas and liquid phases by using single energy attenuation, where the nuclear source emits
high-energy gamma ray to distinguish the gas from the liquid. The liquid phase can be
further analysed by using dual-energy gamma ray attenuation, where the source
additionally emits low energy gamma ray to distinguish the oil from water. However
gamma rays are considered hazardous and expensive.
One technique is certainly not enough to gather all unknowns in order to calculate all
individual flow rates; hence, a fitting combination of two or more technologies is usually
used in current MPFMs. Although inline MPFMs offer significant economic and operating
advantages over separation-based flow meters, it is still widely acknowledged that no inline
MPFM available in the market can meet all the requirements of multiphase metering, e.g.,
they can handle a certain percentage of gas or liquid. Hence, separation based MPFMs still
offer better accuracy than inline MPFMs.
2.3

CURRENT LIMITATIONS OF MULTIPHASE FLOW MEASUREMENT

While MPFMs are commercially available, they still face some challenges and limitations in
addition to the well-known challenges of single-phase meters [117], such as:


Retention time: Despite being the most common and traditional methods in measuring
multiphase flows, separation methods lack the advantage of continuous monitoring, and
require some retention time, which can be up to minutes (i.e. amount of time the liquid
has to stay in a vessel to assure that the liquid and gas reach equilibrium and separate).



Dependant reliability: In separation methods the entire measuring system depends on
the reliability of the separator, for instance, if the separator is not sized properly the
single-phase instrumentations will be affected by the gas carry under or the liquid carry
over. Also foams, deposits and emulsions are hard to separate and hence affect the
accuracy of the instrumentations.



Flow disturbance: Separation/partial separation based MPFMs disturb the flow and
reduce the pressure which then requires more horsepower to pump the fluid back again to
the transmission pressure.



Flow complexity: Multiphase flows are hard to understand, predict or model. Therefore,
typical single-phase characteristics such as flow regime, velocity profile, turbulence and
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boundary layers are unsuitable for describing multiphase flows. For example, the
different known horizontal and vertical flow regimes (e.g., bubbly, slug, churn, annular,
plug, stratified, wavy, etc.), which are out of the control of the designer or the operator,
are defined for only two phase flows (i.e. only one liquid and one gas). However in more
than two-phase flow it is hard to determine the flow regime especially in a horizontal
flow, hence most flow meters require vertical orientation. Some flow regimes, such as
stratified or slug, induce a slip (difference in velocities between phases) between two
liquids or between liquid and gas, which makes the phase fraction calculation even
harder. In order to simplify their process, some MPFMs claim that adding a static mixer
or installing the meter in a specific orientation (e.g., U or L configuration) will insure a
homogenous flow, however, a perfect mixing can never be established in real life
especially if the flow is lower than 2 ft/s.


Too many variables: Usually in inline MPFMs, the volume flow rate of each individual
phase is given by the phase area fraction (i.e. the cross-sectional area locally occupied by
the phase divided by the cross-sectional area of the entire region) multiplied by the
velocity of each phase. Hence, this approach is considered more complicated than the
separation method, as for say a three-phase system, a minimum of 6 parameters must be
measured or estimated (i.e. 3 phase area fractions and 3 velocities). However, each
parameter depends on other parameters that are subject to continuous change as well. For
example, the velocity itself is a function of fluid properties, particle shape, density, and
pipe diameter [95]. In order to reduce the unknowns, either more instruments are added,
which increases the complexity and the cost of the system, or a homogenous flow is
induced in order to assume all phases have the same velocities, which is hard to achieve.



Uncertainty: Because the multiphase flow is considered much more complex than a
single flow, the uncertainty of the measurement for MPFMs is much higher than for a
single-phase meter.



Sensitivity: The phase-fraction measurements are sensitive to changes in the fluid
properties (e.g., salinity, viscosity, density, dielectric constant, electrical conductivity,
etc.), characteristics (e.g., slip, flow regime, etc.), and flow condition (e.g., pressure loss,
cavitation, contamination, chemical injection additives, vibrations. etc.). Although most
of these variables are given as a priori information to the MPFM system, such
information must be regularly updated to reflect the dynamic changes of the flow.



Representative sample: It is difficult to capture a representative sample of a multiphase
flow, which makes it hard to accurately measure the flow and calibrate/verify the system.
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Maintenance: MPFMs require well-trained personnel to operate, calibrate and verify the
meter. Furthermore, separators require continuous maintenance and personnel
intervention.



Cost: Because of the MPFMs big size (especially separation type) and high cost, they are
not considered practical to install for each well for production optimization and well
testing.



Non-tolerant to contaminants: There is no available meter to measure contaminants.
Instead, MPFMs get either fouled by contaminants or their accuracy gets negatively
affected.



Non-robust: Sometimes one MPFM is not enough to test all wells wanted as the
composition of each well might differ and each MPFM is calibrated to handle a specific
composition only. Hence several MPFMs might be required with different measurement
ranges to cover all tested wells.

Because of the aforementioned limitations of the MPFMs, process tomography methods
introduce alternative means to arrive at the desired measurements of a multiphase flow, or
sometimes are combined with current MPFMs for assistance and enhancement.
2.4

THE IMPORTANCE OF THE STUDY

In order to control multiphase flows, an analysis is required to determine some of the flow
features and properties such as the flow regime, number of phases, concentration of each
phase, etc. Currently multiphase flows are being analysed by MPFMs to get the flow rate of
each phase. However, MPFMs available in the market are costly, and only measure oil, gas
and water contents with considerable limitations and do not accommodate for the undesirable
deposits and dirt that disturb the system and defect instrumentations. So far, MPFMs cannot
handle all process conditions, for instance, a meter designed to measure gassy liquid would
drastically differ from a meter used to measure wet gas [133]. Process tomography has the
potential to be used to get an image of the cross section of the actual pipe under any process
and thus robustly measure all phases present. However, this is still in the stage of research
and being constantly enhanced and modified [98].
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2.4.1

Deposit Detection

Instead of waiting for a problem to occur in the pipeline system, detecting the formation of
contaminants in early stages will help preventing many of the discussed problems in section
2.1.1. The monitoring can be done in critical places where deposits are more likely to exist
or/and before the customer delivery point as a quality assurance procedure. ECT based early
deposit detection is proposed in chapter 6, which highlights the following advantages:


Minimize the horsepower needed for the product transmission: Since deposits can
build up in filters and in inner pipeline walls, forming a flow restriction and dropping the
production pressure, detecting it before accumulation will indeed help minimizing the
cost of requiring additional horsepower to achieve the same flow rate.



Minimize the causes of safety hazards: As severe and unattained erosion can cause the
pipeline to fail affecting production and creating an environmental hazard.



Enhance pipeline inspection: Pipeline inspection tools require a clean pipeline to
properly inspect the pipeline condition, and so accumulated deposits on the interior wall
of the pipeline can cause the inspection tool to trap. Also, since such devices usually use
magnetic flux for leakage detection, conductive deposits, such as some forms of black
powder, can be attracted to the device causing expensive misrun and inaccurate
inspection.



Enhance the process of choosing the right separation equipment: Prior to applying a
separation technique to the pipeline system, a comprehensive study of the nature of the
problem should be conducted to know what type of separation technique should be used
and where exactly in the pipeline system should it be located. Hence, determining the
critical locations where contaminants mostly is formed will sure help in deciding the
proper location to adjust the chosen separation device.



Quality assurance: Deposits monitoring before costumer delivery points (e.g., when gas
suppliers send gas to electricity companies) assures good quality product with no
contamination, which can badly affect their equipments. Also, when deposits accumulate
in the separation equipment before the costumer delivery point, they cause the pressure to
drop and thus the product delivered will not meet the costumer pressure requirements.
Hence, detecting and eliminating deposits in early stages before reaching the separation
equipment will hinder the plugging of the separation equipment maintaining better flow
rate as requested.
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Minimize filter maintenance costs: The more particles accumulate in the filter; the
more the pressure drops and the cartridges of the filter get fouled. Changing the filter
cartridges is considered filthy, expensive and perhaps dangerous. Hence, monitoring
deposits in the cartridges will help in determining when to change them.



Pigging frequency: Continuously monitoring gas pipelines will help the pigging
specialists to decide upon the frequency of pigging required for each pipeline. Some
pigging operations have documented 500 – 5,000 kg of black powder removed from
scraped pipelines per run [5], while others reported none.

2.4.2

Multiphase Flow Measurement

Multiphase flow measurement is an on-going research area, trying to improve the robustness
of the online measurement of unprocessed flows. MPFMs available in the market so far are
considered costly for continuous online measurement along the pipeline system. For example,
the cost of an MPFM today is in the range of 100,000-500,000 USD with installation cost
goes up to 25% of the hardware cost plus associated operation cost which can go up to
40,000 USD. Thus, so far one MPFM is used to analyse several wells one at a time. In the oil
and gas industry, MPFM installation for each well can only be feasible if the cost falls to
around 40,000-60,000 USD [118]. A compact, efficient and cost effective ECT system that is
capable of accurately measuring all phases presented in an unprocessed flow is proposed in
chapter 8, which can achieve the following advantages:


Eliminate the need of test separators, which are costly and require heavy maintenance.



Improve production optimization: For artificial lift wells (i.e. gas lift, water lift) it is
important to continuously monitor and optimize the lifting process and injection rate, as
the amount of gas or water required to lift has to be adjusted to specific standards to
optimize the production. Most MPFM available in the market cannot handle such
situations, as the gas volume fraction of the flow increases. Similar optimisation is
preferably required for chemical injection, reservoir injection, water breakthrough
detection, etc.



Enhance flow assurance, especially before transferring the product to the costumer.



Allow single well surveillance: Using a MPFM at each well will increase the time
resolution of the gathered information compared to alternating well testing using test
separator and therefore minimize the total uncertainty in well data. Such information is
crucial when taking decisions like shutting down of wells, introducing artificial lift to the
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well, drilling new wells, etc. Single well testing will also help in better control instable
wells (e.g., gas lift wells), as continuous monitoring is important in such cases before and
after connecting them to the main production lines as they are unpredictable.


Allow production allocation metering: Measuring the amount of extracted hydrocarbon
produced by each source.



Improve fiscal or custody transfer measurement: This critical measurement happens
when ownership of oil or gas transfers from one party to another, e.g., between two
companies or between a company and the government. This measurement requires high
accuracy, which is subject to national regulations for petroleum measurement set by the
government authorities.

Continuous monitoring methods for pipelines are in the stage of research and this study is one
step further to provide a solution to this problem. Process tomography promises a brighter
future for multiphase flow measurement for industrial applications handling multicomponent
mixtures. In order to address the importance of this study, Section 3.3 states the advantages
of employing ECT to overcome the challenges listed in Section 2.3, while Chapter 8 presents
an ECT based MPFM that demonstrates such advantages.
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Chapter III
3

THE ECT MEASUREMENT SYSTEM

Process tomography techniques image the cross section of the pipe/vessel being monitored to
get the required information. Each tomography method has its own limitations and is being
constantly enhanced and modified. Process tomography techniques can estimate the material
distribution of a process without disturbing the process itself. Such techniques work by using
several sensors mounted around the process of interest in order to capture the data required to
analyse and reconstruct an image of the process. Different techniques use different types of
sensors depending on the characteristics used to create an image, i.e. ECT uses permittivity,
Electrical Impedance Tomography (EIT) uses conductivity, Electrical Resistivity
Tomography (ERT) uses resistivity, optical tomography uses absorption and scattering
characteristics. In this thesis, ECT was used, however all proposed algorithms could be
adapted for other tomographic techniques.
A distribution of different materials with different permittivity inside a pipe or a vessel leads
to a random distribution of their permittivity. ECT measures the external capacitance of the
enclosed objects to determine the internal permittivity distribution. By measuring the
capacitance of the media in a specific region, the permittivity distribution can be found,
which then is used to reconstruct an image representing the same region. ECT was first
developed in the late 1980’s to image a two-phase flow [18]. Afterwards, ECT systems were
used successfully in numerous research investigations for industrial multi-phase processes
including gas/solid distribution in pneumatic conveyors [19], fluidized beds [20-22, 137],
flame combustion [23-25], gas/liquid flows [26], water/oil/gas separation process [27-28, 98,
138], water hammer [29], and many others [30]. For more than 20 years, tomographic
techniques have promised great potential in multiphase flow measurement. However, ECT
systems are mainly used to image a non-conductive media. ECT is still in the stage of
research with numerous systems being developed and tested at companies and universities
laboratories; still, better results are required to take it to the stage of commercialization.
3.1

THE HARDWARE DESIGN

Figure 3.1 illustrates a typical ECT system, which consists mainly of three subsystems; the
capacitance sensor, the data acquisition unit and the computer unit.
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3.1.1

The Capacitance Sensor

The capacitance sensor consists of the following main parts:
1. The electrodes.
2. An insulating pipe (or vessel).
3. Axial, end, and radial guards.
4. Screen.
5. Screen-electrode insulator.
6. Coaxial cables and connectors.
Typically, several electrodes are mounted equidistantly on the periphery of a non-conductive
process pipe or vessel. It has been found that the thickness of the non-conductive pipe has an
effect on the quality of measurement [31]. In general, reducing the thickness gives better
measurements. The electrodes are separated from each other by a small gab called the axial
guard. The electrodes are covered by a screen (conductive or non-conductive) to reduce
external electrical noise, eliminate the effects of external grounded objects and protect the
electrodes from damage. In case of a conductive pipe/vessel, the sensor must be mounted
internally, using the conductive internal wall of the pipe/vessel as a screen. An insulating
material must fill the gap between the electrodes and the screen. The thickness of the screenelectrode material should be carefully chosen, this is because the less the thickness is, the less
the standard capacitances of the sensor become (the capacitance when the pipe is full of low
permittivity only) [31], which means that the capacitances might get too small to measure.
The sensor also includes radial guards in order to reduce the standard capacitance between
adjoining electrode pairs. Numerous combinations of different configurations of the radial
and axial guards were suggested to improve the system performance [134]. The screen and
the radial guards are always maintained at earth potential. Figure 3.2 illustrates a crosssectional view of the typical 12-electrode ECT sensor. Other shapes of ECT sensors have
been used, however, circular sensors are the most common.
In an ECT system, the electrodes must be sufficiently large to provide a measureable change
in capacitance. This is considered a challenge in this type of tomography, since only few
electrodes can be used (usually 8 or 12), which results in limited independent measurements.
This makes the image reconstruction process more challenging to produce high-resolution
images.
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Figure 3.1. A typical ECT system

For an N electrode system, various measurement protocols can be used. However, in a typical
ECT system, electrodes 1 to N are used successively as source electrodes, and the capacitance
values between all single electrodes combinations are measured. Hence, for one measurement
cycle, electrode 1 is first excited with a fixed positive voltage making it the source electrode
while electrodes 2 to 12 are held at earth potential (zero) by 11 capacitance transducers
making them the receiving electrodes. Then the capacitances between 1-2, 1-3, …, 1-12 are
measured simultaneously using the transducers. Next, electrode 2 is selected as the source
electrode and electrodes 3 to 12 as the detecting electrodes, while electrode 1 is connected to
earth making it inactive because of reciprocity (measurement 2-1 is same as 1-2). This
process continues until, electrode 11 is selected as the source electrode and electrode 12 as
the detecting electrode, while electrodes 1 to 10 are held inactive. Due to the capacitance
reciprocity, the mutual capacitances for a certain pair of electrodes are always equal.
Generally, the number of independent capacitance measurements is the number of Nelectrode combinations, taking 2 at a time as:
=

=

!

!
−

!

=

−

,

(3.1)

The capacitance measurements are dependent on the permittivity distribution of the medium.
Hence, these measurements can be used to deduce the permittivity distribution of the
medium, which is then used to produce the image.
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Figure 3.2. A cross-sectional view of a typical 12-electrode ECT sensor.

3.1.2

The Data Acquisition Unit

The data acquisition unit works according to the following sequence events:
1. Apply a fixed voltage,�� , to the source electrode to excite it while keeping the rest of the
detecting electrode at zero potential.
2. Measure the induced current in the receiving electrodes.
3. Deduce the capacitance measurement values �, from the given potential difference � ,
Q
��

and the measured current (charge) Q, according to � = .

4. Convert the capacitance measurement values into voltage signals using a type of
capacitance to voltage converter.
5. Condition (amplify, filter, multiplex…etc.) and digitalize the voltage signals.
6. Send the conditioned and digitalized voltage signals to a computer for processing and
display.
3.1.3

The Computer Unit

The computer unit is used for hardware control and data processing, which can produce
qualitative outputs (i.e image reconstruction) or/and quantitative outputs (e.g., flow rate,
concentration,…etc.). The received voltage signals (from the data acquisition unit) are
interpreted into capacitance measurements in the computer unit in order to use them in the
image reconstruction algorithm to deduce the permittivity distribution (i.e. the image). The
measured capacitance values

between a source electrode � and a receiving electrode � can

be arranged in a symmetric matrix (the capacitance matrix) as:
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Some of the matrix properties of this capacitance matrix are related to the material properties.
A full investigation can be found in [136].
3.2

ECT CHALLENGES AND ADVANTAGES

There are some challenges that make the implementation of ECT system a challenge, this
include:


Soft field effect: The inhomogeneous generated electric field lines in the region of
interest tend to spread and are dependent on the physical electrical properties of the
material of interest (the permittivity). Thus, no distinct border between the pixels can be
obtained. The nature of the soft field is considered much more complex than the hard
field, and requires much more analysis for the image reconstruction. Unlike hard field
tomography, such as X-ray CT, MRI, PET, etc., where the source field lines do not
depend on the material under investigation and pass directly through it, making the
reconstruction process much easier.



Ill-conditioned system: That is a small error in the input (capacitance measurements)
can result in much larger errors in the solution (permittivity distribution), which leads to
unstable solutions.



Underdetermined system: The number of variables in the system model (number of
pixels) is greater than the number of equations (number of capacitance measurements).
This means that the solution will not be unique, and hence regularisation methods are
often used to solve the problem. This is because the system hardware is limited to a
certain number of electrodes, and thus limited number of independent measurements,
which are much less than the number of pixels used to reconstruct the image.



Nonlinearity: Because of the soft field nature of the system, the relationship between the
measured capacitance and the permittivity distribution is considered nonlinear (Figure
4.3). Hence it is difficult to establish an analytical and explicit expression of the
relationship. This means that the sensitivity distribution over the process cross-section of
two (or more) different materials is inherently non-uniform. Consequently, the ECT
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system has different responses to different flow regimes. Therefore, a linearized model is
often used instead.


Conductivity: Since the physical properties of an object depend on both the permittivity
and conductivity, ECT systems are mainly used to image non-conductive media. This is
because the conductivity of the material will have a great effect on the capacitance
measurement sensor. Only when the conductivity of the imaged object is very low, its
effect on the ECT system can be ignored. However, in theory, if the conductivity of the
imaged object is high, the capacitance measuring circuit will be almost shortened by the
conductivity path and a clear image cannot be produced using the standard image
reconstruction approaches. This limitation stands on the way of ECT to be of more use in
the process or medical industries as most of the media encountered are conductive.

Because of the above problems, the image quality of the ECT system is considered somewhat
poor, and the frequently used reconstruction algorithms developed for medical tomography
will not produce good images if used directly in ECT (or any other soft field tomography).
However, ECT systems have other advantages that made this new technology more
promising for many industries. Such advantages include:


Very fast response of the ECT sensor.



Inexpensive.



Compact.



Non-hazardous.



Non-invasive (does not require contact between the sensor and the material under
investigation).



Non-intrusive (does not change the characteristics of the material under investigation).



Robust against high temperature and high pressure.

Although, ECT technology is still at the stage of laboratory research, it is being rapidly
developing in both the hardware design and the image reconstruction quality. This is because
of the promising advantages of such technology for the process industries, which enable a
non-destructive monitoring of a process that is fast, cheap, practical and efficient.
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3.3

THE ECT SOLUTION FOR MULTIPHASE MEASUREMENT

In [119], the authors suggested the applicability of ECT for multiphase flow measurement in
the oil industry and covered the development of one. The hardware design is considered
compact and practical but the main challenges are still in the software design. Some hardware
design developments integrate two or more tomography modalities mostly to get more
measurements such as ECT/Ultrasonic [134], ERT/ECT/ultrasonic [135] or ECT/MIT [94].
With the hardware design always in the state of development, this thesis focuses on the
software aspect of a conventional ECT system for multiphase imaging, aiming to distinguish
boundaries between different components in a process, where then, information about the
flow (e.g., phase fraction, flow regime, vector velocity…etc.) can be extracted from the
image. The image produced can be used in order to analyse the flow in order to actuate
process control strategies or to develop models that describe the process for validation or
simulation. ECT promises to solve some of the multiphase measurement challenges listed in
Section 2.3 by offering the following advantages:


Other than permittivity, capacitance measurements can be considered fairly insensitive to
changes in fluid properties (e.g., salinity, viscosity, density, etc.), characteristics (e.g.,
slip, flow regime (despite water continues), etc.), or flow condition (e.g., pressure loss,
cavitation, contamination, chemical injection additives, vibrations. etc).



Minimum maintenance: no replaceable parts included, and withstand harsh environment
conditions such as high pressure and high temperature.



Tolerant to contaminants: any type of contaminants can be imaged and measured too.



Does not disturb the flow, as it can be installed inline with no restriction orifice.



Robust: one ECT system can cater for all required wells to test, as the composition of
each well does not matter.
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Chapter IV
4

FORMULATION OF THE ECT FORWARD PROBLEM

The purpose of ECT is to construct images from collected projection data taken from
multiple directions. This ECT problem, like any other image reconstruction problem, can be
broken down into two computational sub-problems:
1. The forward problem, which represents the system mathematical model (the partial
differential equation representing the sensing domain). It calculates the inter-electrode
capacitances � from a priori information about the permittivity distribution � . The
forward problem statement can be given by:

“Given a distribution of electrode pairs (�, �) on the boundary �� of a process domain
�, and a distribution of permittivity � within �, find the resultant measurement set � on
��.”

The solution to the forward problem in two-dimensions can be expressed in the
following form:
=

(

�� ,

= ,…, −
),
= + ,…,

(4.1)

where � is a nonlinear forward mapping from the permittivity space into the
measurements space.

2. The inverse problem, which finds the inverse relationship of (4.1) by estimating the
permittivity distribution from the measured capacitance. The inverse problem statement
can be given by:
“Given a distribution of electrode pairs (�, �) and a distribution of measurement � on ��,
find the permittivity distribution � within the domain �.”

The solution to the inverse problem can be expressed in the following form:
�� ,

=

−

(

)��������

(

= ,…, −
),
= + ,…,

(4.2)

where � − is the inverse nonlinear mapping from the measurements space to the
permittivity space. However, in iterative image reconstruction techniques, the forward
problem is solved implicitly within the inverse problem.
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4.1

MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION OF THE SENSOR MODEL

The ECT mathematical system model can be treated as an electrostatic field problem and
hence can be modelled by Poisson’s equation as follow:
. (�� �� ,

� � ,

) = −� ,

,

(4.3)

where � is the free space permittivity, � �, � and � �, � are the electrical potential and the

free charge density distributions, respectively. Assuming no free charges within the field,
Possion's equation can be simplified to Laplace's equation:
. (�� �� ,

� � ,

)= .

(4.4)

.

(4.5)

To further relate the permittivity distribution to the capacitance, we use the fact that the
electric field is given by:
= −� � ,

Also, by applying Gauss law, the charge sensed by the detecting electrode � when the source
electrode ��is fired can be found by:
� = ∫� � �� ,

� . ̂ � ,������������

(

= ,…, −
),
= + ,…,

(4.6)

where � is the surface of the receiving electrode, and �̂� is a unit vector normal to � . Hence,
the capacitance of the electrode pair (�, �) (inter electrode capacitances) can be calculated by:
�

(

=� ,

= ,…, −
),
= + ,…,

(4.7)

where � is the voltage difference between detector electrode � and the source electrode �,

namely � = � − � , according to (4.9). As it can be noticed from (4.4) to (4.7), the

measured capacitance can be linked to the permittivity distribution. Using (4.5), (4.6) and
(4.7), the mutual capacitance�� for N-electrode capacitance system (when electrode � is the
source and electrode � is the detector) can be found by:
�

= − � ∫� �� ,

� �

,

.̂ � ,

(

= ,…, −
),
= + ,…,

(4.8)

where � is the electrical potential distribution of node � in the measuring electrode.
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4.2

BOUNDARY CONDITION

To solve the forward problem, all capacitance measurements in (4.8) must be determined. To
do so, (4.4) should be first solved to obtain the electrical potential distribution�� �, � . First,
a known distribution of the permittivity is used as a priori information in (4.4) (usually a
uniform distribution is assumed), which is the permittivity distribution of the background.
Then, this δaplace’s equation, which is a linear second order elliptic differential equation,
can be solved (e.g., using FEM) with the following Dirichlet boundary conditions:
� ����∀ ,
� = { ��
�����∀ ,

� �����
�
≠

�
, ��

= ,…, −
�
��

�

�,

(4.9)

where � is a fixed voltage applied to the source electrode (electrode �= 1,2,…,11 one at a
time), � is the spatial location of electrode � , while ��

�a�d��

are the spatial

location of the guards and screen, respectively. In other words, (4.9) basically states that the
boundary condition is some fixed voltage, � , applied to the source electrode and zero to the
sensing electrodes, guards and screen, as illustrated in Figure 4.1.

Other boundary conditions have been used for ECT [32,33]. For example, Dirichlet boundary
conditions can be applied at the spatial location of the electrodes, as in (4.9), while
homogeneous zero Neumann boundary conditions are applied at the spatial location of the
∂ϕ

guards and screen, ∂n = .

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.1. (a) Electric potential distribution of electrode 1 as a source, (b) gradient of potential with
negative electric field.
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4.3

THE FINITE ELEMENT METHOD

In general, numerical methods are used for solving a mathematical system model instead of
analytical methods when:
1. Analytical solution of the mathematical system model is possible but time-consuming,
and the error of approximation achieved with a numerical solution is acceptable.
2. Analytical solution for the mathematical system model is impossible, i.e. for problems
that:
a) Do not have a closed-form solution, i.e. the solution to the equations used to
describe the changes in the system cannot be expressed as a mathematical
analytic function.
b) Have irregularly shaped boundaries.
c) Have changing material properties.
As a closed form solution cannot be reached in our case, and since the permittivity
distribution ��� �, � of a multiphase flow is considered asymmetric, analytical methods

cannot be used to solve (4.4) and (4.9), instead, numerical methods must be applied to find an
approximate solution to the boundary value problem.
Since analytical (exact) solutions are often impossible to obtain in practice for complex
systems, modern numerical methods such as Finite Element Method (FEM) do not seek exact
solutions; instead they obtain approximate solutions while sustaining reasonable bounds on
errors. A generated table and/or graph, rather than an exact fixed number, often represents the
numerical solution of the system. The FEM is used in this thesis to calculate the potential
distribution, the capacitance and the sensitivity distribution, however different numerical
methods such as Boundary Element Method (BEM) [141] can be also applied.
4.3.1

Calculation of the Inter-Electrode Capacitances

As seen from (4.8), it is impossible to get an explicit expression that relates the measured
capacitances to the permittivity distribution of different components inside the pipe as the
operator � in (4.1) is a nonlinear operator that cannot be separated from �� �, � to represent
a linear mapping of the model. Hence, the FEM is used to solve this equation by first

discretizing (dividing) the domain of solution into a number of T elements corresponding to a
number of nodes �, creating what is it called a mesh (Figure 4.2.), and solving (4.4) with the
given Dirichlet boundary condition (4.9) and a permittivity distribution.
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Figure 4.2 FEM mesh of 1367 three-noded rectangular elements corresponding to 739 nodes.

Equation (4.4) is solved for every node, �, in the mesh to get the 2D electrical potential

distributions � �, � . The resulting nodal potentials are represented in a discrete form by the
vector � , which is a � ×

vector, hence the value boundary problem given by (4.4) and

(4.9) can be reduced to the system of linear equations:

where

� � =

,

(4.10)

� is a sparse � × � matrix whose elements are the discrete representation of the

operator . �

, and

is a � ×

vector incorporating the boundary conditions given by

(4.9). There are efficient methods for solving (4.10), much more effective than directly
inverting the matrix
�

(�

� �� >

� . Since matrix

� is symmetric (i.e.

�

= ), positive-definite

for all non-zero vectors � in ℝ ), and real, a technique based on the

conjugate gradient method is preferred. For a smaller system of linear equations, sparse LU
decompositions and Cholesky decompositions can be used to get good results. After finding
the nodal potentials from (4.10), the inter-electrode capacitances can be found numerically by
evaluating the integral in (4.8).
4.3.2

Calculation of the Field Sensitivity Model

The second task of the FEM is to calculate the field sensitivity model needed by the image
reconstruction algorithm to reconstruct the image. Technically, for a two-phase medium, the
field sensitivity model can be obtained by placing an object of the same permittivity as one
phase inside the pipe which is filled with the second permittivity material, and keep changing
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the location of the object to all different places in the sensing region inside the pipe, and
measure the capacitance change as a function of position. To obtain a very accurate model,
the object must be placed in every element of the FEM mesh, one at a time. However, this
can be a very hectic and time-consuming process, alternatively, a sensor simulator is
generally used to calculate the field sensitivity model.
In general, calculating the change of capacitance of the electrode pair (�, �) in response to a

change of permittivity for each element in the FEM mesh in the sensing area, obtain the
standard form of a field sensitivity model. The field sensitivity distribution of an electrode
pair �, � for element � of the FEM mesh � , � is given by:
=

,

�

��

= −∫

�. �

,

(

= ,…, −
).
= + ,…,

(4.11)

Here � �and � are the potential when electrodes � and � are excited, respectively, and � is
the surface of element �. Because of the symmetry of the sensor model, only

distributions of the field sensitivity need to be calculated (� , , � , , … , �

�
2

, +

�

out of �

�� �−

). The rest of the

sensitivity distributions can be calculated by simple rotation transformation, reducing the
computation time significantly.
Since the finite element domain has irregular elements of different areas, a linear
transformation (mapping) is performed on the sensitivity distribution to transform it from the
finite element domain to the image domain, which has regularly shaped square elements
(pixels) of the same size. For � pixels, this transformation can be represented, for the
sensitivity distributions, as:
,

= {

,

}��������

= �

� = , ,…, +

,

�

(4.12)

where � , � denotes the transformed field sensitivity distribution (discretized) from the
finite element domain (� � ) to the image domain, and �{. }, is the transformation operator.
The linear transformations involves the following operations:


Scaling: because the sensor geometry has different units in the two domains.



Translation and reflection: applied when different co-ordinate systems are used in the
two domains.



Interpolation/extrapolation: of sensitivity values for each pixel p.
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Rotation transformations: the rest of the sensitivity distributions are obtained in the
image domain by rotation transformations, where the centre of rotation is the centre of
the pipe.

Alternatively, the elements in the FEM mesh can act as pixels.
4.4

LINEARIZATION

The inverse problem in ECT is an ill-posed and nonlinear problem, and therefore
approximation methods based on linearization are usually used. The system model given by
(4.8) is considered nonlinear (as the electric field, and consequently the capacitance, depend
on the material present), and the integral makes it difficult to solve by a computer. This is
shown in Figure 4.3, using different permittivity values (i.e 1 to 80) in a simulated region of
interest inside the imaging area, and calculating the associated capacitances for each
permittivity value using the forward model. Hence, it is a common practice to approximate it
to represent a linear system.

Figure 4.3. Nonlinearity of the ECT problem.

Linearization methods make it possible to employ tools for studying linear systems, in
order to analyse the behaviour of a nonlinear system near a given point. In linearization, the
change in capacitance measurements for a small change in permittivity, can be approximated
in a linear manner. Linearization assumes that the permittivity inside each pixel is constant
because of the small size of pixels (the smaller the pixel the higher the resolution). The
linearization of a nonlinear function is the first order term of its Taylor expansion near the
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point of interest �. Therefore, for a system defined by (4.1), the linearized system can be
written as:

Taking

≈

�

and

+

∆ =

�

−

�−� .

(4.13.a)

� ,

(4.13.b)

∆� = � − � ,

equations (4.13.a-d) can be expressed as:

=

(4.13.c)

� ,

(4.13.d)

∆ = ∆�.

(4.13.e)

Equation (4.13.e) represents the change in capacitance ∆ (linearized capacitance changes),
in response to a change in permittivity ∆� (linearized permittivity), where � is the
permittivity of the point of interest, and

is the Frechet derivative, which represents the

sensitivity of the capacitance in response to the permittivity distribution. The Frechet
derivative denotes the linear mapping.
There are M equations of the form of (4.13.e) corresponding to M measurements. Also, to
visualize the permittivity distribution as an image in a computer, (4.13.e) must be discretized
according to (4.12) into P pixels. Thus, ∆ is a � ×

vector, ∆� is a � ×

vector and

is a

� × � matrix (the jacobian), which represents the discretized sensitivity distribution of all
electrode pairs.

A priori information of the permittivity distributions � should be used as a reference to
acceptably approximate the solution. Then, the inverse problem becomes a problem of

finding an approximate solution to � , knowing the measured capacitance � , and the

reference permittivity �. The sensitivity matrix
obtained by solving the forward model.

and the calculated capacitance � �

can be

In typical ECT applications, ∆� is taken small enough in order to make the system in (4.13.e)
stable (the difference in the permittivity of the imaged materials is small). If ∆� is relatively

small, the effect of the permittivity distribution on the sensitivity distribution can be

considered insignificant. This constraint is true for low contrast cases, such as gas/oil, where
both their permittivity values are close to each other, while in other cases, such as water/oil, it
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is not true, and so, nonlinear methods are preferred to solve the problem, as will be
demonstrated in Chapters 7 and 8.
4.5

NORMALIZATION

It is preferred to calculate the normalized capacitance and permittivity before processing the
data in an image reconstruction algorithm, so it can be used universally for different pipes
with different scales. This is done to reduce systematic errors and produce better results. The
normalized and linearized capacitance � , for each capacitance measurement, and the

normalized and linearized permittivity � per pixel, are given by:
�, =
=�

,

,

− ,

,

− ,

� −�

(4.14)

,

−�

(4.15)
ℎ

where � , is the absolute capacitance measurement for electrode pair (i, j) , � ,
�,

ℎ

and

are the absolute capacitances when the pipe is filled with high permittivity and low

permittivity, respectively, � is the absolute permittivity for pixel �, while �

ℎ

ℎ

and �

are the absolute permittivity of the high permittivity and the low permittivity, respectively.
The normalized form of (4.13.e) is given by:
�=

(4.16.a)

,

where � is the linearized and normalized capacitance vector,
normalized permittivity vector and
. Here

is the linearized and

is the sensitivity distribution matrix of � with respect to

represents the image that can be constructed by an image reconstruction algorithm,

therefore, its normalization process is done for every pixel. The matrix (4.16.a) expands to a
system of linear equations in the form:
� = � � +� � +
� = � � +� � +

{�� = �� � + �� � +

+ � � ��
+ � � ��

(4.16.b)

+ ��� ��

Numerous image reconstruction methods were developed and applied to solve the ECT
inverse problem, where some of them are presented in the next chapter.
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Chapter V
5

IMAGE RECONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES

In general, there are three main mathematical techniques used for image reconstruction:
1. Analytical methods: Are based on exact mathematical solutions to the image equations
and therefore are faster. However, as mentioned earlier, an explicit expression that relates
the measured capacitances to the permittivity distribution of different components cannot
be obtained from (4.8) and hence analytical methods cannot be used for ECT.
2. Direct numerical methods: Include one-step calculation, which makes the
reconstruction faster but not very accurate. Usually such methods are combined with
other iterative methods to reconstruct a better image. While sometimes they are used as a
first iteration step for other iterative methods.
3. Iterative numerical methods: Approach a better solution to the problem by using
multiple iteration steps.
As there are a variety of image reconstruction techniques, two important factors must be
considered in choosing the right technique for a specific application:
1. The availability of a priori information: Some cases lack a priori information about the
permittivity distribution of the imaged medium, e.g. the measured components are
unknown.
2. The purpose of the system: Some applications only require the spatial location of an
object inside the sensing area, others require the shape of the object, while in some
applications, the concentration of a material inside the sensing area is required.
As mentioned in Section 3.2, the ECT system model is considered difficult to solve because
of some major issues. First, (4.16) does not have a unique solution because it is considered to
be underdetermined, since the number of unknown variables P in the system model (number
of pixels) is greater than the number of known equations M (number of capacitance
measurements). Second, (4.16) is sensitive to small perturbation of � , since it is illconditioned. Third, the sensitivity distribution matrix

is not constant, and changes with the

actual permittivity distribution. Therefore, the employed image reconstruction technique
should consider such challenges in order to produce a good image. Although there is no
general approach for image reconstruction, it can be categorized according to:
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Linearity:
 Linear image reconstruction methods, where images are obtained by
linearizing a non-linear model, and solving the inverse problem as a linear
model.
 Non-linear image reconstruction methods, where images are obtained by
non-linear image reconstruction algorithms that consider the non-linear
relationship between the permittivity distribution and the capacitance
measurements.



Iteration:
 Non-iterative image reconstruction methods, where images are obtained by
calculating the forward and inverse problems once.
 Iterative image reconstruction methods, images are obtained by optimizing a
set of objective functional iteratively.
Any image reconstruction algorithm is a combination of the two categories as per Table 5.1.
Image reconstruction methods may be evaluated based on the image precision and the
reconstruction speed; accordingly, available image reconstruction algorithms have their own
advantages and disadvantages. For example; when ∆� is large, the linearity assumption fails,
and therefore linear reconstruction methods will produce imprecise images. Different image

reconstruction methods have been reviewed more than a decade ago by [34] and [35].
However, many new and more advanced techniques have been developed since then. In ECT,
variations of the direct and iterative techniques have been implemented, in which the most
common ones are outlined in this chapter.
Table 5.1. Categorization of image reconstruction methods

Iteration

Linear
Linearity

Non-linear

Iterative
 Forward model is linearized.
 Solution is optimized
iteratively.
 Forward model is not
linearized.
 Solution is optimized
iteratively.

Non-iterative
 Forward model is
linearized.
 Solution is calculated
once.
 Forward model is not
linearized.
 Solution is calculated
once.
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5.1
5.1.1

LINEAR NON- ITERATIVE METHODS
Linear Back-Projection (LBP)

The LBP method is one of the oldest image reconstruction methods that is still used for some
medical tomography applications such as X-ray CT. This approach was also the first image
reconstruction technique used for ECT [101]. Although the images produced were not highly
defined, this method announced the first working prototype for ECT image reconstruction
and showed its potential value for industrial applications.
Since S in (4.16) is non-square, it is considered non-invertible (i.e. has no direct inverse), and
therefore the equation cannot be solved directly as:
=

−

�.

(5.1)

Hence, alternative mathematical techniques should be used to calculate the inverse of S. In
LBP, the image vector

can be approximated by using the transpose of the sensitivity

matrix, to make the number of columns in the first matrix equal the number of rows in the
second matrix, if S is an M × P matrix then ST is a P × M matrix as:
̂=

�,

(5.2.a)

where ̂ is an approximate solution of the permittivity distribution. This approximation is
based on the previous assumption that

can be considered a linear mapping from the

permittivity vector space to the capacitance vector space, so its transpose

�

can be

considered as an inverse mapping between the two vector space. Equation (5.2.a) is used to
get the permittivity value at pixel p (image pixel value) according to its discrete form as
follows:
̂

= ∑ =− ∑ = +

,

�,

�

= , ,…,

.

(5.2.b)

Although this technique is considered easy, simple and fast (i.e. involves single step vector
multiplication), it produces poor images with significant artefacts as it ignores the non-linear
relationship between the capacitance measurements and the permittivity distribution. Also, it
cannot produce good quantitative information, but only poor qualitative images. Hence this
technique is not best suited for complex systems.
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5.1.2

Matrix Decomposition Based Methods

As mentioned before, the inverse of

in (4.16) cannot be found directly, however, it can be

decomposed into a product of matrices (matrix factorization). There are a variety of matrix
factorization techniques, though most of them are only applicable for square matrices. For
non square matrices like , singular value decomposition and

decomposition can be

applied to factorize .
5.1.2.1

Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) method

SVD is a matrix decomposition method that has many applications including the computation
of the generalized inverse (pseudoinverse). A generalized inverse of a matrix S is a matrix
that retains some properties of the inverse matrix of S but not necessarily all of them. For
invertible matrices the inverse and the generalized inverse are the same. However, for
singular (non-invertible) matrices like S, a generalized inverse is constructed to obtain a
matrix that can act as the inverse of S. The singular value decomposition of
= � × � × �∗,

where


(5.3.a)

� is an � × � unitary matrix (or simply orthogonal if � contains real numbers only) , in
�

which its columns are made up from the eigenvectors of





.

� is a non-negative � × � diagonal matrix in which its singular values � are equal to the
square roots of the eigenvalues from



is of the form:

�=

�

or

�

[� , � , … , � ]����������������

as:

�����

�

�

.

� is a � × � unitary matrix in which its columns are made up from the eigenvector of

(5.3.b)
�

.

� ∗ represents the conjugate transpose of � if it contains complex entries, or simply the
transpose of � if � contains real numbers only.

Consequently, the pseudoinverse of S can be expressed as:
�+ = � × �+ × �∗,

(5.4.a)

where � + is the pseudoinverse of �, which can be constructed by replacing nonzero entries

by their reciprocal as:
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Replacing

−

in (5.1) with

+

�+ =

[� , � , … , � ].

(5.4.b)

in (5.4.a) give:
̂=

+

�.

(5.5)

Although SVD was applied for ECT applications [36] and is considerably effective for
solving inverse problems, the quality of the reconstructed images using this method is still
not very satisfactory.
5.1.2.2

Truncated Singular Value Decomposition (TSVD) method

The idea of truncating the SVD may be treated as a problem of determining the numerical
rank of the matrix S. A regularisation parameter is added to (5.4.b) accordingly:
�+ =

=�

�
+

[ � , � , … , � ],

�����������������������

�

(5.6.a)

= , ,…,

,

(5.6.b)

where � can be considered as a filter and � is a positive regularisation parameter. In TSVD,
all singular values smaller than some threshold value (the regularisation parameter) are
treated as zeroes in order to illuminate the effect of rounding errors on these singular values.
The weights � can be chosen accordingly:

Therefore, if �
written as:

�ℎ

∀��
= { ��������������������
∀� <

�.

(5.6.c)

is the smallest singular value greater than �, then equation (5.6.a) can be re�+ =

[� , � , … , �

, , , … , ].

(5.6.d)

TSVD is less sensitive to high frequency noise in the measurement because of the applied
filter. On the other hand, determining the truncation level is considered very challenging
especially when the singular values of the coefficient matrix are descending [34].
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5.1.2.3
The

decomposition
decomposition offers an alternative way of solving a system of linear equations

(4.16.b) without inverting the matrix S. the decomposition is based on taking:
=

,

(5.7)

where Q is an orthogonal matrix of size � × � , and R is an upper triangular matrix of
size � × �. Since the matrix Q is orthogonal, its transpose is equal to its inverse, making
(4.16) equivalent to:

Equation (5.8) is easier to solve since
5.1.3

�=

.

(5.8)

is triangular.

Regularisation Based Methods

Although inverse problems are usually formulated based on their ill posed forward model in
infinite dimensional spaces (i.e. (4.8)), only finite number of measurements is often obtained.
Therefore, only a finite number of unknown parameters (pixels) are usually recovered. This
may lead to the problems being reformed in a discrete form (i.e. (4.16)) making the problem
ill-conditioned. In such cases, regularisation methods can be used to impose additional
information (assumptions) on the solution to solve the ill-conditioned system of equations
and prevent over fitting. Technically, all measurements produce some error. Considering the
error, the system (4.16) becomes:

where

�̃ = � +

=

,

(5.9)

is the error vector of the capacitance measurement. Ordinary linear least-squares

method seeks to minimize the residual as:
‖

− �̃‖ ,

(5.10)

where ‖. ‖ is the Euclidean norm, L2 norm in this case. The normal equation from (5.10) can
be written as:

̂=

−

�̃.

(5.11)
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When (4.16) is ill posed, it might be because of either non-existence (over determined case)
or non-uniqueness (underdetermined case) of . The ordinary least-squares method is only
applied for over-determined (�
solution exists, provided that
underdetermined systems (� < � ,

� systems to find an approximate solution when no

−

exist (S has full rank column). However, in case of
−

does not exist, and so (5.11) cannot be solved

directly. This is because a simple least squares minimization will lead to over-fitting. Hence,
in order to find a unique solution for the underdetermined system, a regularisation term is
usually added to the minimization. A possible general formulation for the regularised inverse
problem in the form of unconstrained optimization problem, is to find ̂ that minimizes the

following function:

̂→

‖

− �̃‖ +

.

(5.12)

And so, the regularised solution ̂ is found by minimizing the objective functional:
=‖

where �� � is an objective functional, � >

− �̃‖ +

,

(5.13)

is the regularisation parameter to balance the

data fitting that can be tuned with different mathematical techniques, ��� � is the
regularisation term, which is an arbitrary functional that takes different form depending on

the regularisation method applied, and the argument in the generalized equation can be set
according to the requirement of the solution.
− �̃‖ in (5.13) uses the sum of the squares to achieve numerical

Obviously, the term ‖

accuracy and precision of the solution by minimizing the discrepancy between the measured

and estimated capacitances, while the regularisation term attains numerical stability of the
solution by trying to keep the estimated solution close to the true one. Hence, regularisation
techniques are a trade off between the accuracy and the stability of the solution. In general,
any objective functional used for regularisation can be expressed in a standard form:
�

=

+

,

(5.14)

where � � measures the closeness of the estimated capacitance to the measured ones, and in
the standard linear regression (Tikhonov) it is given by ‖

− �̃‖ , although this term might

be modified in extended versions. ��� � is the stabilizing function, and one common
choice for it is:
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where

=‖

− ̅ ‖ � ������������������∞

,

(5.15)

is a regularisation matrix, which can be any kind of low-pass filters, such as

weighted Fourier operator, a derivative operator of order �, a wavelet transform or a finite
difference operator of the lth derivative in which its dimensions depends on the order of

derivative and the boundary conditions. l can also be used for a variable order � � in which
case

is a banded matrix. The most common choices for n are n=1 (L1 norm

regularisation) or n=2 (squared L2 norm regularisation), though other choices such as �� �

can be also used. �̅ is the estimated solution based on a priori information (assumed
background permittivity distribution) and �‖

− ̅ ‖ � is the constraint which seeks to

keep the estimated solution close to the true one while keeping the discrepancy between the

measured and estimated capacitances to minimum. Regularisation methods are used to
generate a set of solutions using a priori constraint information, and then extract the best
solution out of them. However, there is often no information available about the estimated
solution, and hence ̅ is taken as zero most of the cases.

Regularisation methods are widely used in image reconstruction and other fields, mostly
because of their simplicity, as they can be considered as a simple convex optimization
problem. The simplest and most common form to be applied to integral equations of
underdetermined systems is Tikhonov’s regularisation. Recently, non-linear regularisation
methods, such as total variation regularisation, have been developed and applied to ECT,
which reportedly are better reconstruction for sharp edges and jumps discontinuity in
permittivity. Moreover, some linear iterative image reconstruction methods have an intrinsic
regularisation property, e.g., Krylov subspace methods and Landweber, while some others
regularise the solution before reconstructing the image.
5.1.3.1

Tikhonov’s regularisation

One of the most commonly used regularisation methods for linear ill-posed inverse problems
is the Tikhonov’s regularisation, which has been efficiently applied in numerous fields, with
satisfactory numerical performances. Tikhonov’s regularisation was used by [44,45] in its
simplest form, and also used by [46-49] in different hybrid forms. Tikhonov’s regularisation
was first used in ECT by [102].
As mentioned before, if a problem is ill-posed, the solution may be non-unique and the
computing algorithm will most probably be mathematically unstable, and hence it requires to
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be regularised before numerical treatment. Tikhonov’s regularisation tries to balance the
stability of the solution with its accuracy. In (5.15), if n=2, and
operator with �

is a finite difference

, then the regularisation is called Tikhonov’s regularisation and is given

by:

=‖

− � ̅ ‖ �.

(5.16)

Consequently, using (5.13) and (5.16), the regularised solution ̂ using Tikhonov’s
regularisation is found by minimizing the objective functional:
=‖

− �̃‖ + ‖

− � ̅ ‖ �.

(5.17)

By solving the optimization (5.17), an explicit solution, denoted by ̂, is given by:
̂=

�̃.

−

+

(5.18)

However, it was reported that Tikhonov’s regularisation does not permit sharp edges when
�>

and only results in smooth edges and oscillations. Therefore, the simplest yet most used

form of Tikhonov’s regularisation is the standard Tikhonov’s regularisation, which takes�̅ =

= , where I is the identity matrix. Substituting these conditions in

and l=0, giving

(5.17) we obtain the following normal equation:
(

Solving for �̂ gives:
where

+

̂=

−

+

�̃.

)̂ =
+

−

does always exist for � >

(5.19.a)

�̃,

. Notice that (5.19.b) is a modified

(regularised) version of (5.11) where it substitutes the non-invertible matrix
invertible one (

+

).

(5.19.b)

�

with an

The quality of the solution using regularisation techniques depends highly on the choice of
the regularisation parameter. An optimum � must be chosen in order to get the closest

solution to the true one. Methods for tuning � include: the discrepancy principle method [37]

and the Unbiased Predictive Risk Estimator (UPRE) [38], which both require a priori
information about the noise of the measurements. Other methods that require less a priori
information and more calculations can be also used, such as the generalized cross-validation
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method [39], the L-curve method [40-41], the � -curve method [42] and the Residual

periodograms method [43]. Generally, the estimation of the parameter � is a very active field

of research and new methods are being introduced and implemented constantly. After tuning
� , (5.18) or (5.19.b) can be solved directly or by using techniques such as SVD or
generalized SVD.

Although Tikhonov’s method is considerably fast and suitable for online applications, it is
considered difficult to control, as selecting a fitting regularisation parameter can be a
challenging task. Although Tikhonov’s δ2-regularisation is relatively easy to solve, the
reconstructed images are usually blurred and have low resolution. This is because the
regularisation does not take advantage of the sparsity of the signal. Also, previous results on
the use of Tikhonov’s method for ECT image reconstruction showed poor quality of the
images reconstructed by the algorithm due to the extreme smoothness effect. However, as it
is the most classic method, it is mostly used to compare and assess the efficiency of a new
technique, as this thesis will do in later chapters.
5.1.3.2

Total Variation (TV) regularisation

TV regularisation was first introduced by [50] and since then it has been mainly applied to
digital image processing for noise removal [50] and to solve the compressed sensing problem
(aka sparse sensing) in different applications [122]. It is based on the principle that
capacitance measurements (signal) with extreme and probably false detail have high total
variation. Accordingly, this regularisation works on decreasing the total variation of the
estimated capacitance measurements subject to it being a close match to the measured
capacitance measurements. Total variation assumes that the unknown object is piecewise
constant, which allows suppressing noise while maintaining sharp edges in the reconstructed
image.
In (5.15), if ̅ = , n=1, and

is usually a discrete gradient with � =

regularisation is called total variation regularisation and is given by:
�

=‖

‖ �.

(

= � , then the
(5.20.a)

Equation (5.20.a) is equivalent of taking the integral of the absolute gradient of

over the

entire sensing domain Ω:

(5.20.b)

�

=�∫ |

|�

.
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When ̅ = , n=1 and � >

then (5.15) is referred to as higher order TV regularisation. This

regularisation technique has advantages over other smoothing techniques such as Tikhonov’s
regularisation, Gaussian smoothing or median filtering which reduce noise but also smoothen
the edges since they cannot reconstruct the jump changes in permittivity at interfaces. By
contrast, total variation regularisation removes noise, even in low signal to noise ratios, while
keeping important detail such as edges especially when jump changes in permittivity are
present. Also, since TV regularisation takes advantage of the sparse structure of the
sensitivity matrix, it is considered faster and consumes less amount of memory than standard
dense-matrix based algorithms. On the other hand, TV is only capable of restoring functions
that are piecewise constant. Moreover, not all underdetermined systems of linear equations
have a sparse solution, and therefore total variation cannot be applied for any
underdetermined linear system. However, since the ECT sensitivity matrix is sparse in nature,
TV regularisation has been applied successfully to ECT systems [51-54, 103-110, 123].
5.2

ITERATIVE RECONSTRUCTION METHODS

Due to the ill-posedness and non-linearity characteristics of the ECT problem, the quality of
the reconstructed images using direct reconstruction techniques is not very satisfying.
Therefore, iterative methods were later introduced and implemented for ECT to get more
accurate reconstruction images. Usually, a direct method (mostly regularisation) is
accompanied with an iterative scheme to produce better images. Generally, after acquiring
the initial image using any direct reconstruction algorithm, the iterative reconstruction
methods update the reconstructed image by:
1. Solving the forward problem: this involves recalculating new capacitance values in
each iteration based on permittivity values of the current image vector. Also in nonlinear
techniques the sensitivity matrix is recalculated in each iteration.
2. Solving the inverse problem: this involves finding the value of the permittivity vector
by iteratively minimizing the error between the new calculated capacitance values and
the measured ones.
3. Repeating the first two steps until convergence of a specific value is achieved for the
measured and calculated capacitance values.
Determining when and how should the iterations stop is the main challenge in using iterative
schemes, as the best image might be achieved somewhere between the iterations. Generally,
the new image is found iteratively according to:
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where ̂

+

̂

+

= ̂ + ∆̂,

(5.21)

is the updated image vector,�̂ is the current image and the descent direction

∆̂ is the error image with a relaxation factor �, which is also called the step length, or the

gain factor. � is very critical in the iterative process. Choosing it too large might diverge the

solution, while choosing it too small might slow the reconstruction.�∆̂ can be found using
different methods, some of them are mentioned in this section. � can be chosen to be fixed in

all iterations [55-56], or to be a variable [57]. The initial guess of the permittivity

can be

calculated using any simple algorithm, e.g., LBP.
Although iterative methods guarantee better quality images than direct methods, they are
considered more time-consuming since they require more computations. However, with the
rapid advance in computers speed and memory, iterative reconstruction is being more used
and promise to have a wider use in the future. Also, in some cases convergence is not
guaranteed hence, iterative algorithms are mostly used for offline applications. Figure 5.1
shows a flowchart of a typical nonlinear image reconstruction procedure using iterative
methods. Linear iterative image reconstruction methods follow the same procedure but do not
re-calculate the sensitivity matrix at every iteration.
Any non-iterative image reconstruction algorithm can be solved iteratively using (5.21). In
addition, other iterative algorithms of different methods have been developed so far, and
some of the most common ones are mentioned briefly in this section.
5.2.1

Landweber’s Iteration

The Landweber iteration was originally developed to solve ill-posed linear inverse problems,
but later was extended to solve non-linear problems with constraints. The Landweber
iteration was adapted for ECT applications by [55], and by [57-60,121] in other modified
versions. Landweber algorithm is achieved by solving (5.10) using an iterative method as in
(5.21) giving:
̂

+

=̂ −

( ̂ − �̃),������������������ <

<� ,

(5.22.a)

where � is the largest singular value of S. Because of the relaxation parameter,�� , the
Landweber algorithm is considered to have an intrinsic regularisation property. If we write:
=‖

− �̃‖ ,

(5.22.b)
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then (5.22.a) can be expressed in terms of the gradient as:
̂

+

=̂ −

,

(5.22.c)

and therefore the algorithm is considered a special case of the gradient descent.
The Landweber iteration algorithm is considered easy to implement due to its low
computational complexity. However, since it is a gradient descent algorithm, the rate of
convergence is relatively low and falls into a local minimum. As a result, the accuracy of the
images reconstructed is not always satisfactory. One approach to improve its convergence is
to adjust it to give the so-called projected Landweber iteration. When compared with other
methods (LBP, Tikhonov, iterative Tikhonov and SVD), the projected Landweber iteration
reportedly produced the best result [34].

Figure 5.1. A typical nonlinear image reconstruction process of ECT.
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5.2.2

Algebraic Reconstruction Technique (ART)

In ART, the image is improved in an iterative scheme by updating the medium permittivity
distribution

as a function of the difference between the measured capacitance values �̃�and

the calculated capacitance values

. It does so by converging to the image vector of (5.11)

without the need to invert the matrix
described by the following expression:

where

̂

i

+

̂ −�̃

=̂ +

�

. The updated ECT image based on (5.21) is

.

�����������

= , ,…,

,

(5.23)

is the ith row of the matrix S, �̃ is the ith component of the vector �̃, and � is a

relaxation parameter, which can be neglected in simple forms of ART. The kth iteration of
(5.23) is based on the kth row in (4.16.b). This means that ART uses only one capacitance
measurement in each iteration step. When the last row in (4.16.b) is already updated, and
more iterations are still required, the first raw is used again to obtain the (k + 1)th iteration.
There are numerous ways for choosing the ith �̃ ,

and � at the kth iteration, and so,

different algorithms for ART have been developed. Mainly, they differ from three aspects:
1. How to choose �

2. How to choose �̃ and

3. How to update the pixels from the estimated image.
ART was first introduced by [61] for computed tomography, and later was applied to ECT in
its standard form [62], and in different modified forms [63]. Although ART is considered
simple, it is considerably slow and the quality of the images reconstructed by it for ECT
applications was not very acceptable.
5.2.3

Simultaneous Image Reconstruction Technique (SIRT)

As mentioned earlier, ART uses only one capacitance measurement in each iteration step, and
hence does not guarantee convergence if the capacitance measurements contains a substantial
error. SIRT addresses this issue by including the average of the sum of all the errors between
the measured and the calculated data. The updated ECT image based on the SIRT algorithm
can be given as:
̂

+

=̂ +

∑

∑ �̃ −

̂

= , ,…,

.

(5.24)
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The above expression takes the soft field effect of ECT into account and so it is insensitive to
the errors of the capacitance measurements. Although ART and SIRT are always convergent,
they can only converge to a local minimum. This might not guarantee that the final version of
the produced image is the best one, since the best image might occur in-between iterations.
Just like ART, SIRT is still considerably slow; also it shows a smoothing effect that affects
the image quality especially in interfaces. To overcome this smoothing effect, thresholding
methods are usually applied. SIRT is also a descent gradient method and was first used for
ECT applications by [64].
5.2.4

Newton’s Method (Nonlinear)

Newton’s method (aka Newton–Raphson method) can be used to find consecutively better
approximations to the roots of a functional, J (i.e. (5.17)), defined in a Banach space. The
Newton–Raphson method can be expressed as:
̂

+

= ̂ − [ ′ ̂ ]−

̂ .

(5.25.a)

Equation (5.25.a) can be expressed as gradient descent algorithm as:

where �

̂

+

̂ ]−

= ̂ −[

̂ ,

(5.25.b)

. and � . are the Hessian matrix and the gradient vector of the objective

function, respectively. To avoid converge to saddle points, equation (5.25.b) is modified by
adding a relaxation parameter as:

The value [

(̂ )]−

̂

+

=̂ −

[

̂ ]−

̂ .

(5.25.c)

(̂ ) should be evaluated at each step, making it unfeasible for

problems with a complex objective functional and with a large number of variables. This is
because the computation of both gradient and Hessian can be very time consuming. For a
simple objective functional given by (5.22.b), (5.25.c) can be simplified as:
̂

+

=̂ −

,

−

,

̂ − �̃ .

(5.25.d)
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5.2.5

Levenberg–Marquardt Algorithm (LMA) (Nonlinear)

Usually,

�,

−

in (5.25.d) does not exist, and thus the Newton–Raphson iterative

algorithm can be modified to get the inverse as:
̂

+

=̂ −

,

−

+

,

̂ − �̃ ,

(5.26.a)

where � is a positive scalar, which can be considered as regularisation parameter. Since �

changes in every iteration, this method is called the Levenberg–Marquardt method. If the
sensitivity matrix is fixed throughout the iteration process, the expression might be called
linear iterative Tikhonov’s regularisation and its given by:
̂

+

=̂ −

+

−

̂ − �̃ .

(5.26.b)

This method was successfully applied to ECT by [65-66]. A generalized Levenberg–
Marquardt algorithm for an arbitrary objective functional can be given as:

5.3

̂

+

OTHER METHODS

=̂ −

[

(̂ ) +

]−

̂ .

(5.26.c)

Many other algorithms for ECT image reconstruction were introduced recently, some
include; the total variation method, model-based reconstruction (MOR) [35], the genetic
algorithm [67], the generalized vector sampled pattern matching method [68], the simulated
annealing algorithm [69], robust principle component analysis method [75], the neural
network algorithm [70,71], The enclosure method [76], the Offline Iteration and Online
Reconstruction (OIOR) algorithm [72], the Helmholtz-type regularisation method [73], the
multi-scale image reconstruction algorithm [77], the particle filter and Kalman filter methods
[78], compressed sensing principle method [79], the four-dimensional reconstruction method
[74] and fuzzy mathematical modelling [82,83]. Shape based reconstruction methods are also
employed such as the level set method [80,81], which will be explained in Chapter 7.
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Chapter VI
6

EARLY STAGE DEPOSIT DETECTION IN PIPELINES

Deposits can build up to sufficient levels on the interior wall of the pipeline creating a flow
restriction. ECT technique in particular promises superior advantages for deposit monitoring
as it is considered fast, compact, safe, easy to interpret, and cost effective. Thus, ECT is
considered in this study to image the internal cross section of a poly pipe to detect the
formation of deposits in early stages. Poly pipes are superseding their metallic and concrete
counterparts and are being more popular in industries such as oil, gas and water due to their
advantages of being resistant to chemical processes, cost effective, light and easy to install
[84]. However, ECT has the prominent drawback of offering low-resolution images due to
the ill-posedness and non-linearity of the ECT problem. Therefore, this chapter suggests the
use of ECT with a new limited region tomographic image reconstruction technique using a
narrowband pass filter to enhance the resolution of the produced images. The experimental
results showed that different deposit regimes and fine deposits could be detected with high
resolution.
6.1

LIMITED REGION TOMOGRAPHY (LRT)

Numerous inversion algorithms were suggested for ECT image reconstruction as reviewed in
Chapter 5. However, due to the ill-posedness and non-linearity of the ECT problem, the
quality of the reconstructed images is still under research for enhancement. In this study, the
Tikhonov’s regularisation method was modified to reconstruct the permittivity distribution by
adding a narrowband pass filter to enhance the resolution. First, to find the initial image,
standard Tikhonov’s regularisation is used for minimizing the objective functional (5.17). By
solving this optimization objective functional for ̅ =

and l=0 (giving

the identity matrix), the explicit solution, denoted by ̂, is given by (5.19.b).

= , where I is

The Tikhonov’s regularisation method was successfully applied to ECT before; however, this
study suggests a modification to the method taking into account prior knowledge regarding
the geometry of the pipe to produce a high-resolution image. The proposed method is based
on a limited region tomographic image reconstruction using a narrowband pass filter [85,86].
Figure 6.1.a shows the narrowband pass filter applied to a test pipe for deposits and scale
detection. Only the “limited region” within the inner surface of the pipe will be reconstructed
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to monitor the deposit condition of the pipe. The limited region is selected to be larger than
the test pipe inner radius (R1) so that it can tolerate a small displacement error of the pipe
from its centre. This narrowband region has a relatively uniform sensitivity due to the circular
cross-section of the pipe and the equal distances from the ECT electrodes. This fact makes
the limited region better conditioned compared to the traditional Full Region Tomography
(FRT) where the sensitivity varies moderately throughout the imaging region (sensitivity
increases closer to the electrodes and reduces towards the centre). This particular limited
region is a favourable one, making it well suited for pipe detection. The principle of the LRT
is to increase the accuracy by limiting the imaging area, which consequently reduces the
number of unknown pixels and thus enhances the resolution as shown in Figure 6.1.b, where
the Region Of Interest (ROI) is now a fraction of the whole region. Other than the better
accuracy, another advantage of the LRT over FRT is the faster performance due to the
reduction of pixels used in the reconstruction. Also, because of the reduced number of pixels,
the inverse problem becomes better posed in the LRT, and so is considered more robust than
the FRT.
FEM mesh models were designed and used for the inverse problem, where 1367 and 12184
three-nodded nonhomogeneous triangular elements corresponding to 739 and 6219 nodes
were generated to create the mesh for the FRT and LRT respectively (Figures 6.2.a and
6.2.b). However, only 691 elements of the dense LRT mesh were used to construct the
limited region ring as shown in Figure 6.2.c.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.1. LRT for deposit detection, (a) pipe cross-section view, (b) spatial narrowband pass filter.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6.2. FEM mesh for a) FRT b) LRT dense mesh c) Limited region ring used for the LRT.

6.2

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION OF THE PIPELINE INSPECTION

The 12-electrode sensor used in the experiments is built in the University of Bath
Engineering Tomography Lab (ETL) and has an inner diameter of 151mm (Figure 6.3),
whereas the data acquisition unit used is a commercial PTL300E-TP-G capacitance
measurement unit from Process Tomography Limited. The unit can collect sets of
capacitance data at 100 frames\s with an effective resolution of 0.1 fF and measurement noise
level better than 0.07 fF. Typically, samples concentration down to 1% of the upper
calibration value (corresponding to the case where the sensor is filled with the higher
permittivity material) can be measured. MATLAB is used for data collection, image
reconstruction and processing. Two experimental models mimicking the pipeline and the
deposits were prepared in the laboratory in order to simulate scale/Asphaltenes/wax and
sand/black powder deposits in real processes. The test pipe is made of polyethylene, which
has a relative permittivity of 2.25. The inner and external diameter of the test pipe are 77 mm
and 88mm, respectively (Figure 6.4.b), and it was placed in the centre of the ECT sensor, as
shown in Figure 6.4.a. This is because the sensitivity of the measurements in the middle of
the imaging region is almost uniform.
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Figure 6.3. The ECT system of the University of Bath Engineering Tomography Lab.

(a)

(b)
Figure 6.4. (a) Block diagram of the ECT system, (b) the dimensions of the test pipe used for deposit
detection.
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6.2.1

Geometric Analysis

The first part of the experiment is done in order to test the capability of the algorithm to
detect

the

build-up

of

deposits

inside

a

pipeline

or

an

equipment

(e.g.

scale/Asphaltenes/wax). To simulate this case, typical printer papers with relative
permittivity of 3.85 were used to investigate 4 different cases:
 In case 1: a pile of 24 pieces of paper (≈ ��� in thickness), which are 52.5mm
wide and 297mm long (Figure 6.5.a), was placed internally in one side of the test
pipe.
 In case 2: two piles of paper of the same dimensions used in case 1 were placed
internally in two opposite sides of the test pipe.
 In case 3: 20 papers of a typical A4 size (210mm X 297mm) ( ≈ ��� in
thickness) (Figure 6.5.b), were piled and rolled inside the inner surface of the test
tube.
 In case 4: case 1 and 3 were combined by adding the pile of paper used in case 1 to
the setting of case 3.
For the sake of comparison, both LRT and FRT were constructed for all cases and are shown
in Figure 6.6.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.5. The paper-folds and their dimensions.

6.2.2

Resolution Analysis

The second part of the experiment is done to assess the resolution of the algorithm in term of
the smallest amount of deposits it can detect. In an attempt to simulate deposits in pipelines,
very fine sand (0.0625 to 0.125 mm diameter) with relative permittivity of 2.5 to 3.5 was
used. Six Different layers of sand with varying thicknesses, namely, 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 mm
were investigated and shown in Figure 6.7. As it can be seen in Figure 6.7, all locations of the
deposits have been identified in both sets of images from LRT and FRT, however the LRT
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provides superior results in identifying the level of deposit. We decided not to show the
thersholded images of the deposit in LRT as it can be subjective, but the scale of
reconstructed value shows that when thersholded with the same level will produce
information about the level of deposit.

(a)
Case 1

(b)
Case 2

(c)
Case 3

(d)
Case 4

Experimental setting

Full Region Tomography (FRT)

Limited Region Tomography (LRT)

Figure 6.6. Reconstruction of paper samples as models of scale, Asphaltenes or wax deposits (a) case 1, (b)
case 2, (c) case 3, and (d) case 4.
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(a)
0.5 mm

(b)
1 mm

(c)
2 mm

(d)
3 mm

(e)
4 mm

(f)
5 mm

Experimental setting

Full Region Tomography (FRT)

Limited Region Tomography (LRT)

Figure 6.7. Reconstruction of various layers of sand deposits.
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6.3

DISCUSSION

From Figures 6.6 and 6.7, it can be noticed that both LRT and FRT were able to detect fine
deposits and give information about their location. However, the LRT generally provides a
more robust solution in all experimental scenarios presented here and could remarkably
detect a layer of deposit as small as 0.5 mm without noise. This indicates that the proposed
LRT method allows a detection of deposit with the resolution of 0.085% of the entire
imaging region, which makes the ECT a very good method for detection of deposit. The
experimental results in Figure 6.6 show that different deposit regimes can be detected along
the inner wall of the pipe. This conclusion is promising in terms of detecting deposit
accumulation inside pipelines, which increases the interior pipe wall roughness and leads to
other more serious problems. Note that due to the high resolution of the LRT technique the
test pipe is almost always visible in the reconstructed images. This is because even though
the test pipe is considered as a reference and subtracted from the measured data, the LRT
could detect the small associated error.
As mentioned earlier the limited region chosen in the LRT, shown in Figure 6.1.a, has a
relatively uniform sensitivity due to its concentric location. To illustrate the advantage of this
orientation, an SVD analysis of the sensitivity matrix for the LRT and FRT was carried out,
normalized and then compared, as shown in Figure 6.9. In order to visualize the superiority
of this technique, a new limited region was created according to Figure 6.8 where the region
of interest is now a shifted circle to the right. According to the Picard condition, the number
of singular values above the noise level of the measurements represents the amount of
information that can be extracted from the inverse model. It can be seen from Figure 6.9 that
only 29 singular values for the circle orientation (Figure 6.8) were above the noise level,
while both the LRT and FRT had 57 and 52 singular values above the noise level,
respectively.
Concluding from the results, the ECT system with the proposed LRT algorithm provides a
non-invasive inspection method for non-conductive pipes. This inspection can help improve
the accuracy of flow meters and allow early detection then early removal of deposits. ECT
sensors can be designed in almost any geometrical form, so the proposed method could be
extended to other geometries allowing inspection of deposit inside tanks and other types of
vessels. This technique is not necessarily applied for static cases. The same concept can be
easily adapted to assess real live processes. For example, the process flow is known to be
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homogenous in particular locations in the pipeline (i.e. after a static mixer or after a particular
orientation of the pipeline). In such locations this technique can be applied in such a way to
image only a small portion of the pipe’s cross-section. This small portion will be
representative of the whole cross section and such information can be updated to reflect the
entire area.

Figure 6.8. New limited region, an example of a circle in the corner, created for the sake of comparison with
the proposed LRT.

Figure 6.9. SVD analysis of the Jacobian matrix for the LRT, FRT and new LRT.
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Chapter VII
7

METAL DETECTION USING ABSOLUTE VALUE ECT DATA

Most studies for process ECT employ classical iterative reconstruction techniques, where the
inverse problem is solved iteratively by updating the estimated model, thus improving the
match between the measured and the calculated capacitance. However, such iterative
techniques require stabilization, and thus a least-squares functional is usually augmented by
some additional regularisation term. Such regularisation may lead to ‘over-smoothing’ the
reconstructed images, which makes the characterization of all the different phases in terms of
size and contrast a major challenge, especially when one of the phases has low concentration
or has relatively higher permittivity. This is because the linearity assumption fails when ∆
given by (4.13.c) is large, and therefore linear reconstruction methods will produce poor
images. Thus, so far, the ECT system has mainly been used to image low-contrast nonconductive media, not taking into consideration the more complicated scenarios of
multiphase media. This is because if the conductivity of the imaged object is high, the
capacitance measuring circuit will be almost shortened by the conductivity path and a clear
image cannot be produced using the standard image reconstruction approaches. This chapter
challenges this limitation by attempting to adapt conventional ECT systems to image metallic
objects (i.e. highly conductive) with high resolution.
Different from dielectric specimen whose conductivity is negligibly low, metallic material
normally is of high conductivity ( > 108 S/m). Any electric field applied through a conductor
will force the inner free charges to move until the net electric field is zero inside the
conductor, i.e. the electric potential is the same on any point of the conductor. In ECT, the
electrostatic equilibrium on metallic materials will create an increment on the measured
capacitances. This chapter sets out to allow a better understanding of how metallic deposits
could be imaged using conventional ECT device and how state of the art algorithms could
enhance this application. This application is particularly important for the oil and gas
industry, as some of the contaminants such as black powder may be conductive in early
stages. This chapter offers new findings about the ECT behaviour towards metal deposits, as
this is not really addressed in the literature despite the industry need for it.
Also studying the ability of ECT systems to image conductive material will help develop
more robust algorithms that caters for all multiphase flow scenarios such as when water is
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involved. Level set method [92] was employed in this study to image metal objects by using
absolute ECT measurements. The results were compared to two reportedly powerful
techniques, namely, linear single step Tikhonov’s regularisation method (already explained in
Section 5.1.3.1) and linear iterative total variation regularisation method (already explained
in Section 5.1.3.2) with the split Bregman iteration introduced by [124], which both use two
sets of ECT data to reconstruct the image in time difference mode. The results indicate that
the applications of conventional ECT systems can be extended to metal samples using the
suggested algorithms and forward model, and so other techniques are expected to behave
accordingly.
7.1

FORWARD MODELLING OF METAL SAMPLES

When a source electrode is energised, the free charge inside the metal start moving by the
force of electric field. The metal will reach the electrostatic equilibrium in a very short time
(~10-19s) [125], making the electric potential the same everywhere within the metal region:
� =� �

������, �

Ω

.

(7.1)

It is clear from (4.8) that the measured capacitance is the surface integration of electric
displacement of the sensing electrode. The metal performs like a void of electric
field/displacement, shortening the distance between the source and detector electrodes, i.e.
the capacitance will be increased.
This section studies the ability of ECT to image conductive materials by creating a model of
an inclusion of high permittivity to simulate the scenario of conductive objects. In [120], the
authors proposed a 1-dimensional (1D) ECT model (shown in Figure 7.1) to demonstrate the
increase in capacitance due to conductive objects by introducing a dielectric inclusion of
permittivity � = � . � , where � is its relative permittivity. To match the capacitance of the

metal standing between the two electrodes (Figure 7.1.a), the inclusion must be of the size
of�� = �

��

�−

�. �, where � is the size of the metal (Figure 7.1.b). The 1D analysis implies that

the metal in ECT can be potentially imaged as a dielectric sample. To make the size of the
dielectric inclusion close to the metal, �

��

�−

must be close to 1, i.e. � is a big value. This

study extends this ECT metallic evaluation model from 1D to 2-Dimensional (2D). To
validate the implication above, a squared metal of the side length of 0.6 unit length (the
external radius of the insulation wall is 1 unit length) is presented in Figure 7.2.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7.1. 1D analysis of the same capacitances from two different inclusions between one pair of
electrodes (a) a metallic sample of the size D (b) a dielectric sample of permittivity � and size �� .

Figure 7.2. A square metallic sample in a 2D ECT sensor with 12 electrodes.

In the first test, the equal potential (ep) model, all the points in the region of metal are set to
be equal in potential which follows the real scenario within the sensor when a metal object is
imaged. Then in the second test, high permittivity (hp) model, the metal is replaced by a
dielectric material where its relative permittivity is set to � =1000, so the dimension is
almost the same as the metal, as

��
�� −

= .

. The simulation results based on FEM are

presented in Figure 7.3. When electrode 12 is excited, the two sets of electric potential
distribution,��

and��ℎ , from ep and hp models are plotted in Figure 7.3.a and Figure 7.3.c

respectively. By energising the electrodes in turn, the two sets of 66 mutual capacitances,��
and �ℎ , are obtained and plotted in Figures 7.3.b and 7.3.d respectively.
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The difference between two models

High permittivity model

Equal potential model

Electric potential distribution
(electrode 12 is energised)

Mutual capacitances
(M=66)

(a) �

(b)

(c) �

(d)

(e) �

−�

(f)

−

Figure 7.3. Electric potential distribution of a square metal in ECT (marked by the white dashed lines) and
the mutual capacitances for the ep model, hp model and the difference between them.
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In Figure 7.3.e, the colour bar indicates that the difference between the potential distributions
of these two models,��

− �ℎ , which appears to be very small. The points of minimum

(blue) and maximum (red) electrical potential are located in the two edges of metal, which are
the closest and farthest from the energised electrode 12. This shows that the electrical
potential in the high permittivity region is decreasing but in a very small rate, while there is
no potential change in the same region of the ep model. In Figure 7.3.f, the difference in the
mutual capacitances,��

− �ℎ is 5 orders less in magnitude than the �

and �ℎ , which is

at noise level for a real measurement. This means that capacitance measurements cannot tell
the difference between the metal and the dielectric of high permittivity of the same size.

Since ECT imaging is to reconstruct the permittivity distribution within the sensing region,
the mutual capacitances are the key input for the process of the inverse solver. However, the
capacitance measurements are not affected by the permittivity of the metallic material under
test, but by the electrostatic equilibrium of the highly conductive material. The hp model is an
approximate model to compensate for the zero electric field on that region of metal;
meanwhile this approximation converts the problem of imaging metal to dielectrics of high
permittivity. Therefore, applying the inverse solvers for high contrast problems will result in
a promising reconstruction for the metallic material. To bridge the changes in permittivity
distribution and the changes in capacitance measurements, a sensitivity matrix � is built
according to (4.11).
7.2

LEVEL SET (LS) METHOD

Osher and Sethian first developed the level set method in the 1980s for modelling the front
propagation of surfaces under curvature [87]. Since then, it has been used in many
disciplines, such as image processing, fluid mechanics, optimal design, computer graphics,
computational geometry and inverse problems. Santosa [88] was the first to develop two
computational approaches for solving inverse problems based on the level set method in
which the desired unknown is a region in ℝ or ℝ . The first approach results in a HamiltonJacobi equation, which is nonlinear time-dependent partial differential equation for the level
set function whose evolution minimizes the residual in the data fit. Whereas the second
approach is based on an optimization method (i.e. Gauss-Newton) that generates a sequence
of level set functions that reduces the residual. For electrical and electromagnetic tomography
in particular, some initial studies were conducted using different types of level set techniques
for shape reconstruction [90,91].
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In the level set method, the constructed shapes are given as the zero level set of one or more
higher dimensional function called the “level set functions”. By updating this function the
constructed shapes can move accordingly, and thus the topological changes can be performed
automatically. Hence, instead of finding the internal permittivity of the unknown shape, �

�,

the level set technique is able to represent boundaries of different shapes by the zero level set

of a predefined level set function � . For a 2-dimensional problem, suppose D is the
characteristic set of interest. Then the boundary of the inclusion �D is the interface between
the two materials and is given by the zero level set of the function � as:
�D = {� ∶ �� � = }.

(7.2)

Thus, the image parameter at each point �,� � � can be represented in terms of a level set
function as:

��

={

�
�

� ����{�

∶ ��
����{� ∶ ��

< },
> }.

(7.3)

Accordingly, the capacitance data can be described as a function of a level set function
� = � � �� �

. Equation (7.3) represents the mapping that assigns to a given level set

function the corresponding permittivity distribution. This can be denoted as � = �� � � .
Representing the �� � through a level set function � � instead of representing it in terms of

D makes the image reconstruction process simpler, as no a priori assumption about the
topology (i.e. spatial location) or the nature (i.e. shape and size) of D is needed. On the other
hand, due to the nonlinear dependence of � on �, this approach will lead to a nonlinear
inverse problem even if the forward problem was linearized. Notice that in this inverse

problem statement, �� � is not the unknown, instead it only performs as an intermediate
parameter to arrive at the real unknown, which is the level set function � � .

In order to facilitate the dependence of the forward map on small changes in the shape, we
look at the variation of � caused by a variation in �. Let � be a point on the boundary of �,
which is represented by (7.2). Suppose � � and � are perturbed by a small variation giving

� ′ � = � � + � � and �′ = � + �, respectively. This will result in changing the region

D to be a new region denoted by D′. Accordingly, � will vary to � ′ = � + �. In Figure 7.4

notice that � which was on the boundary of � and on � � =

now belongs to ℰ

� of

� �

and the boundary of D′ (� ′ � = ) according to (7.3). Figure 7.4 shows how updating the

level set function will change the status of each point � to belong to either ����� or ����� of the
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updated level set function � ′ � .

Figure 7.4. The geometry of the variation of the point � under a variation of the level set function.

This level set function � is given as a priori assumption at first and then updated in such a

way that moves the boundaries accordingly. Such updates are chosen in a way that reduces a
given cost function. One of the first employed techniques for updating moving boundaries is

based on a time evolution approach leading to a Hamilton-Jacobi equation. However, another
approach for shape reconstruction using level set is the use of optimization methods as an
alternative to shape evolution, which was first suggested by Santosa [88]. To find the update
of the level set, different optimization techniques can be employed. This study employs a
modified optimization approach based on the Gauss-Newton method to derive the updates for
the level set function.
In the optimization approach, a sequence of surfaces � � such that D → D where ∂D =

{� ∶ �� � = } is generated. To solve the inverse problem in a least-squares sense, the
minimizer of the objective functional � � ��
��� ���� � � ��

is found as:

= ‖� � ��

− ‖ + ���� � ��

,

(7.4)

where α>0 is the regularisation parameter that can be tuned with different mathematical
techniques and ��� � �� �

is the regularisation term, which is an arbitrary functional that

takes different forms depending on the regularisation method applied, and the argument in
the generalized equation can be set according to the requirements of the solution. Different
regularisation methods have been used to enhance the level set method such as curve
shortening [89,92,93]. The regularisation term has much less effect on the problem when
using a level set method, which makes the problem better posed. Using a modified GaussNewton approach for minimizing the nonlinear regularised least-squares functional � � in
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(7.4) we arrive at the following equation for the level set evolution:

with


�� �

=

+

= �� �

, and

+�

= ��, where

�,

−

+�

�,

� �� �

is the regularisation matrix. In this study we considered
regularisation matrices can also be used such as the Laplacian,

−

,

(7.5)

= , alternatively other

 � is the step size (relaxation) parameter, which is the magnitude of change in shape in

every update. The step size can stay constant for all alterations or can be changed with
the iterations. For this study the step size was chosen by trial and error and was held
constant for all iterations,

 B is the narrowband Jacobian matrix, which represents the sensitivity values of only



those few elements surrounding �� of all different regions,

is the sensitivity matrix for all elements of the FEM mesh, and
is the discretised form of � = �� �

, which includes the indicator function � of a

small narrowband of half width an FEM element centred at �D and a constant � as a

normalization factor.

As it can be noticed from (7.5), the inverse problem of the interfaces between two different
materials is solved using a narrow-band method where only the surrounding pixels are
inverted. This technique tends to improve the computational cost and the condition number of
the discrete inverse problem by decreasing the number of unknowns compared to the
traditional pixel based image reconstruction.
Both the regularisation parameter � and the step size parameter � need to be tuned in order to
arrive at their optimal choices, which depend on the mesh density, the permittivity contrast

and the initial guess of the permittivity values. In general, the larger � is chosen, the
smoother the updates will be and the harder for the scheme to perform splitting of the

topological changes. In this study, � was manually tuned for each case. However, other

techniques can be applied to make the reconstruction process more automatic. The initial
guess of the level set functions can be any kind of function, however, the most common
choice is a distance function � = −���� �D .�In this paper, we choose a circular inclusion

to be the initial guess for the level set function as:
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� = �−�

+ �−�

−� ,

(7.6)

where (� ,�� ) are the cartesian coordinate of the centre and � is the radius of the circular

inclusion. This nonlinear level set algorithm can work with one capacitance data (i.e. absolute
capacitance data). In this case the background data of free space is used for a simple scaling
calibration of the forward model.

7.3

EVALUATION OF METAL MONITORING USING CONVENTIONAL ECT

The capacitance measurement unit used was PTL300E, which is a commercial product from
process tomography LTD [28]. The signal frequency of the measurement system is 1.25
MHz, i.e. the period of switching is 0.8μs. This means that it provides enough time for the
conductor to reach the electrostatic equilibrium [125]. The effective range of capacitance
measurement is from 0.1 fF to 2.0 pF. The sensor consists of 12 electrodes. The internal
radius of the tank is R1=9.5cm the external is R2=10cm. Each electrode in the width of
4.5cm is evenly distributed on the periphery. MATLAB was used for data collection, image
reconstruction and processing. FEM mesh models were designed and used for the inverse
problem, where 1367 three-node nonhomogeneous triangular elements (i.e. pixels)
corresponding to 739 nodes were generated to create the mesh.
Two types of sample are used in this experiment: sample 1 is a rectangular metal of size
8.2cm x7.5cm while sample 2 is a cylindrical pipe with an external diameter of 6.3cm. In test
1 the rectangular metal is placed in the centre of the ECT sensor while in test 2 the
rectangular metal was slightly shifted clockwise. In tests 3, 4 and 5, one then two then three
cylindrical pipes were placed in the centre of the ECT sensor.
The proposed LS algorithm was used to reconstruct the images and the results are shown in
Figure 7.5 along with the linear single step Tikhonov’s regularisation method and the linear
iterative total variation regularisation with the split Bregman iteration. Regularisation
parameter of 10-5 was selected for all Tikhonov and LS results, while 10 and 12 iterations
were used for the split Bregman and the level set minimisations respectively to get the
produced imaged. This number represents the least number of required iterations to produce
an acceptable image). The norms of the error between the measured and calculated
capacitances of tests 3, 4 and 5 for all iterations are shown in Figure 7.6. The level set
reconstructed images shown in Figure 7.5.d are based on the minimum residual norm.
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Tikhonov

TV
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(a)

(b)
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5

Figure 7.5 Reconstructed images: (a) the experimental setup, (b) the reconstructed shape using the
standard Tikhonov’s regularisation method, (c) the reconstructed shape using linear total variation method,
(d) the reconstructed shape using the level set method.
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Figure 7.6. The norms of the error between the measured and calculated capacitances for 50 iterations of
the level set method for one metal cylinder, two metal cylinders, and three metal cylinders.

7.4

DISCUSSION

The objective of this study was to demonstrate the possibility to adopt conventional ECT
systems to image conductive materials such as metal or water. Initially the ECT forward
model was verified, concluding that a very large permittivity can be used to represent the
metallic samples. From Figure 7.5, it can be seen that this objective can be better achieved by
the LS method, which preserves the edges of images better than the TV or Tikhonov’s
regularisation methods. In terms of resolving different objects within the reconstructed
images, LS method also was the most effective. Although TV showed good results compared
to the traditional Tikhonov’s regularisation method in term of identifying all objects, it gives
fails information about the detected objects as it can be seen from the colour scales of test 4
and 5 (which gives the assumption that two different materials are included).
Although LS method depends on the choice of permittivity values for the background and
inclusion, this is not a problem for metallic sample imaging as any high permittivity value
will be a good representation of metallic samples (e.g., 4 or above). In the LS method, the
high-contrast inclusions are incorporated explicitly in the LS model without them dominating
the entire domain. This makes the LS method more suitable for high-contrast image
reconstruction with sharp boundaries than traditional regularisation-based methods, which
have the limitation of over-smoothing the reconstructed image particularly when a highcontrast inclusion is present. Furthermore, LS method can recover the geometry of the
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unknown interface despite any previous knowledge except for the permittivity value of the
metal, which can be any arbitrary high value. This can be seen from our choice of the initial
guess (i.e. a circle in the centre of the domain), which does not nearly represent the true
shape. Still, an accurate image was retrieved even though the initial guess was far away from
the true shape.
Another advantage of the suggested level set method is its ability to improve the
computational cost and the condition number of the discrete inverse problem by reducing the
number of unknowns compared to other traditional pixel based image reconstruction
methods. This can be observed from (7.5) where the inverse problem is solved by using a
narrow-band method in which only the adjacent pixels are inverted. Furthermore, since the
level set method requires only absolute ECT data without any reference data, it is considered
more robust for real-life applications. Based on the proposed forward model there is an
infinite large change in permittivity, which is a suitable scenario for a binary reconstruction
such as LS.
The computational time for a single step Tikhonov’s algorithm is 1.1 sec, while iterative TV
has computational time of 2.1 sec for 10 iterations and nonlinear level set method took 5.3
sec for 12 nonlinear iterations. These are all done in a mesh of 2064 elements. The
computational time is indicated for comparison purposes, for real time imaging this can be
optimised. The computation time was not the only limitation of the LS method, but also the
instability of the method shown in Figure 7.6. Such behaviour could be attribute to the choice
of the tuning parameters and it is worth further investigations. On the other hand, since the
regularisation parameters were chosen empirically the results in Figure 7.5 are considered
somewhat subjective. However, the results highlighted the superiority of TV and LS methods
for this application (i.e. imaging conductive material using conventional ECT system) and
paved the way for adapting the LS method for imaging multiphase media with a dominating
phase (i.e. a higher permittivity phase). Also, since TV method showed promising results,
perhaps curved based regularisation could be investigated in the future enabling better shape
recovery for LS reconstruction.
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Chapter VIII
8

MULTI-PHASE IMAGING USING ABSOLUTE VALUE ECT DATA

Multiphase flow measurement is a vital topic in the process industries especially the oil and
gas exploration & production due to the critical need for measuring the individual phases of
oil, gas and water in crude production. In this chapter, a multiphase shape reconstruction
based on the level set method for ECT is presented, where the multiphase framework for
image segmentation developed by [89] and the narrowband level set formulation developed
by [92] are modified and employed to tackle this non-linear problem. Both high and low
contrast cases of a multiphase reconstruction are studied. In this approach, the permittivity
values of all different phases are approximated and assumed to be known while their size,
shape, and location are recovered from the data. The aim of our reconstruction is to correctly
determine the location of the present phases and their concentration. This is done by
estimating the size and contrast of every phase without an emphasis on the exact shape of the
phases but rather an estimated one. The multiphase level set shape reconstruction results
shown in this chapter are some of the first ones using experimental data of ECT. Such
information has the potential to be used for multiphase flow metering.
8.1

MULTIPHASE LEVEL SET BASED INVERSE PROBLEM

Equation (7.3) is suitable for two-phase reconstruction; however, it can be extended to cover
multiple phases as several authors have suggested. One of the earliest and most common
methods for multiphase image reconstruction is based on the colour level set technique,
which was first proposed by Vese and Chan [89] for image segmentation. In this technique,
the evolution of up to 2W different phases can be described using W level set functions.
However, in this study, a modification of the colour level set method suggested by [93] was
employed for the ECT reconstruction. In this approach, m different phases are described by
using W=m-1 level set functions. Therefore, three level set functions ( � � , �� �

and�� � ) are used to represent four phases (Figure 8.1) where each of the four phases is
allowed to have any complex topology. Accordingly (7.3) can be extended to be:

},
ℰ ������������������������{� ∶ � � �
},
ℰ �����������������{� ∶ � � � > ������ �
�� � =
},
ℰ ����������������{� ∶ � � � > ������ � > ������ �
{ ℰ ���������������{� ∶ � � � > ������ � > ������ � > }.

(8.1)
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Figure 8.1. Employed level set representation of four different phases (i.e. � ,�� ,�� and � ) by three level
set functions (� ,�� ,�� and � ).

The rest of the theory is similar to what was explained in Chapter 7.2 but developed for three
level set functions instead of one. For the initial guess of the level set functions, 3 separated
circular inclusions were chosen to be the initial guesses for the three level set functions
according to (7.6). Absolute capacitance measurement was employed as explained earlier.
Figure 8.2 shows a flowchart of the level set ECT image reconstruction algorithm developed
for this study.
8.2

EVALUATION OF MULTIPHASE MONITORING USING LEVEL SET
METHOD

To demonstrate the power of this algorithm for multiphase monitoring simulated and
experimental results of low contrast and high contrast cases are shown and discussed. For the
low contrast case, more than two different phases, which all have low permittivity values are
imaged and analysed. This case can be related to real life scenarios such as when a pipeline is
carrying ℰ = ���,�ℰ = ��� and ℰ = �������������������������. On the other hand, for

the high contrast case, a combination of low permittivity and high permittivity phases are

imaged and analysed. This case can be related to real life scenarios such as when a pipeline is
carrying ℰ = ���, ℰ = ���, ℰ = �������� and ℰ = �����. This case is relatively harder

to image using traditional pixel based methods as the inverse problem becomes highly

nonlinear when a high permittivity component is introduced as it dominates the region. FEM
mesh models were designed and used for the inverse problem, where 1367 three-nod
nonhomogeneous triangular elements (i.e. pixels) corresponding to 739 nodes were generated
to create the mesh.
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Figure 8.2. Flowchart of the level set ECT image reconstruction algorithm developed for this study.
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8.2.1

Simulation Results

For the sake of comparison, the traditional Tikhonov’s regularisation image reconstruction
simulation results for both cases are shown and discussed to illustrate the advantage of the
shape based reconstruction methods over the classical pixel based methods.
8.2.1.1

Case 1: low contrast simulation

A 4-phase low contrast simulation was conducted and the results for both the level set
method and the standard Tikhonov’s regularisation image reconstruction method are shown
in Figure 8.3 along with the true shape for the sake of comparison. The permittivity values
used in the simulation were ℰ = , ℰ = , ℰ =

and ℰ = . In order to construct the

level set image, 250 iterations were used and the norms of the error between the simulated

and calculated capacitances for all iterations are shown in Figure 8.4. The level set
reconstructed image shown in Figure 8.3.b is based on the minimum residual norm, which in
this case appeared in iteration 155. This shows that the best result might not occur in the
latest iteration, rather somewhere in the iteration process. Accordingly, the algorithm might
just terminate at the minimum residual iteration to reduce the computation cost.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 8.3. Simulation results for case 1 (a) the true shape of the simulation (b) the reconstructed shape
using level set method (c) the reconstructed shape using standard Tikhonov’s regularisation image
reconstruction method.

Figure 8.5 shows the histograms of the permittivity distribution per pixel (FEM element) for
the true shape, the level set reconstruction and the standard Tikhonov’s regularisation image
reconstruction. The obvious similarity between the true shape and the level set reconstruction
histograms demonstrate the superiority of the level set method over the traditional
Tikhonov’s regularisation image reconstruction. The histogram of the level set method shown
in Figure 8.5.b shows only 4 phases and each pixel strictly belongs to one and only one of the
4 possible phases. On the other hand the histogram of the standard Tikhonov’s regularisation
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image reconstruction method shown in Figure 8.5.c shows a large range of permittivity
values, which makes such methods harder to threshold and hence information about the
individual phases are harder to obtain.
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Figure 8.4. The norms of the error between the simulated and calculated capacitances for 250 iterations of
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Figure 8.5. The histograms of the permittivity distribution per pixel for case 1 (a) true shape, (b) the level
set reconstruction, (c) the standard Tikhonov’s regularisation image reconstruction.
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8.2.1.2

Case 2: high contrast simulation

A 4-phase high contrast simulation was conducted and the results for both the level set
method and the standard Tikhonov’s reconstruction method are shown in Figure 8.6 along
with the true shape for the sake of comparison. The permittivity values used for the 4-phase
simulation were ℰ = 8 , ℰ = , ℰ =

and ℰ = . In order to construct the level set

image, 250 iterations were used and the norms of the error between the simulated and

calculated capacitances for all iterations are shown in Figure 8.7. The level set reconstructed
image shown in Figure 8.6.b is based on the minimum residual norm, which in this case
appeared in iteration 172. Figure 8.8 shows the histograms of the permittivity distribution per
pixel for the true shape, the level set reconstruction and the Tikhonov’s regularisation image
reconstruction.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 8.6. Simulation results for case 2 (a) the true shape of the simulation (b) the reconstructed shape
using level set method (c) the reconstructed shape using standard Tikhonov’s regularisation image
reconstruction method.

From Figures 8.6.a and 8.6.b, it can be seen that the high permittivity phase of water is
dominating the region and thus it is hard to see with the bare eye the lower permittivity
phases. However, all phases do exist in the data and this is evident by the histograms of the
permittivity distribution per pixel shown in Figures 8.8.a and 8.8.b. Also, the number of
reconstructed pixels per phase was extracted to calculate the phase volume fraction and it is
shown in Table.3.
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Figure 8.8. The histograms of the permittivity distribution per pixel for case 2 (a) true shape, (b) the level
set reconstruction, (c) the standard Tikhonov’s regularisation image reconstruction.
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8.2.2

Simulated Phase Area Fraction

By definition, the phase area fraction is the cross-sectional area locally occupied by the phase
of a multiphase region, divided by the cross-sectional area of the entire region (e.g., pipe) at
the same local point. This can be translated digitally by dividing the number of pixels per
phase over the total number of pixels. Consequently, the area fractions of all phases were
calculated according to the below equation and given in Table 8.1.
P�a���a��a���ac���� = �

�

�

�

�

�

�

� ℎ

.

(8.2)

Table 8.1. A comparison between the true shape and the level set reconstruction in terms of the area
fraction per phase for the simulated cases.

Area Fraction
True shape
Phase Permittivity

�

�

�

Level Set reconstruction
�

�

�

�

�

Case 1:low contrast

0.034

0.033

0.032

0.901

0.027

0.031

0.034

0.909

Case 2:high contrast

0.034

0.033

0.032

0.901

0.044

0.032

0.021

0.903

Calculating the phase area fraction demonstrates the ability to extract quantitative
information using ECT by the level set method. The phase fraction is a key parameter for
determining other important parameters such as density, viscosity, average velocity, pressure
drop, and heat transfer.
1.1.1

Experimental Results

For the experimental evaluation, a 12-electrode sensor was used, which was built in the
University of Bath Engineering Tomography Lab (ETL). The sensor has an inner diameter of
151mm whereas the data acquisition unit used is a commercial PTL300E-TP-G capacitance
measurement unit from Process Tomography Limited (Figure 6.3). The unit can collect sets
of capacitance data at 100 frames\s with an effective resolution of 0.1 fF and measurement
noise level better than 0.07 fF. MATLAB was used for data collection, image reconstruction
and processing. Four different experimental models were prepared in the laboratory in order
to examine the ability of the algorithm to detect and distinguish different phases.
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8.2.2.1

Case 3: low contrast experiment

The experimental results for the low contrast case for the level set method is shown in Figure
8.9 along with the experimental setups for the sake of comparison. Two experimental setups
were investigated:


Setup 1: is a 3-phase setup where two wooden rods of permittivity ℰ = . and a plastic
rod of permittivity ℰ =



ℰ = .

were reconstructed against an air background of permittivity

Setup 2: is a 4-phase setup where a plastic rod of permittivity ℰ =
of permittivity ℰ = .

and a wooden rod

were divided by a book of permittivity ℰ = .8

and

reconstructed against an air background of permittivity ℰ = . This setup is more
challenging since all phases are close in permittivity values and are closely located to
each other.

In this case 250 iterations were used to construct the level set image and the norms of the
error between the measured and calculated capacitances for all iterations are shown in Figure
8.10. The level set reconstructed images shown in Figure 8.9 are based on the minimum
residual norm. Standard Tikhonov’s reconstruction was not produced for the experiment data
because absolute capacitance data was used to generate the level set images where only one
measured data set was used without the need of a reference data set. Whereas standard
Tikhonov’s reconstruction needs a reference data set to produce good results. Hence, using
standard Tikhonov’s reconstruction when absolute data is used could not generate meaningful
images.
Figure 8.11 shows the histograms of the permittivity distribution per pixel. Comparison
between the true shape and the level set reconstruction histograms is hard to achieve for
experimental setups, however these histogram demonstrate the superiority of the level set
method over the traditional Tikhonov’s reconstruction. This can be seen in the constant
permittivity values of the level set method (each constant represents one phase).
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(a)
Setup 1

(b)
Setup 2

Figure 8.9 Level set experimental results for case 3 (a) experimental setup 1, (b) experimental setup 2.
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Figure 8.10. The norms of the error between the measured and calculated capacitances for 250 iterations of
the level set method for case 3 (a) experimental setup 1, (b) setup 2.
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Figure 8.11. The histograms of the permittivity distribution per pixel for case 3 (a) experimental setup 1, (b)
experimental setup 2.

8.2.2.2

Case 4: high contrast experiment

The experimental results for the high contrast case for the level set method are shown in
Figure 8.12 along with the experimental setups for the sake of comparison. Two setups were
investigated:


Setup 3: is a 3-phase setup where water of permittivity ℰ = 8

(ignoring the plastic

bottle) and two wooden rods of permittivity ℰ = . were reconstructed against an air



background of permittivity ℰ = .

Setup 4: is a 4-phase setup where water of permittivity ℰ = 8 , a plastic rod of

permittivity ℰ =

and two wooden rods of permittivity ℰ = . were reconstructed

against an air background of permittivity ℰ = . This setup is more challenging since
wood and plastic are close in permittivity values and are closely located to each other.

In this case 250 iterations were used to construct the level set images and the norms of the
error between the measured and calculated capacitance for all iterations are shown in Figure
8.13. The level set reconstructed images shown in Figure 8.12 are based on the minimum
residual norm. Since water with its high permittivity is dominating the area, it is hard to
distinguish the lower permittivity phases from the reconstructed images. However, the
number of pixels per phase can be extracted as seen in the histogram (Figure 8.14) of the
permittivity distribution per pixel. Accordingly, the phase area fraction can be extracted and
analysed as in Table 8.2.
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(a)
Setup 3

(b)
Setup 4

Figure 8.12. Level set experimental results for case 4 (a) experimental setup 3, (b) experimental setup 4.
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Figure 8.13. The norms of the error between the measured and calculated capacitances for 250 iterations of
the level set method for case 4 (a) experimental setup 3, (b) setup 4.
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Figure 8.14. The histograms of the permittivity distribution per pixel for case 4 (a) experimental setup 3, (b)
experimental setup 4.

8.2.2.3

Experimental phase area fraction

The area fractions of all phases for the level set reconstruction of the experimental cases were
calculated according to (8.2) and given in Table 8.2. For the experimental setup, the true
shape area fraction was calculated according to the following equation:
P�a���a��a���ac����� ��������������a������� = �

ℎ

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

.

(8.3)

Table 8.2. A comparison between the true shape and the level set reconstruction in terms of the area
fraction per phase for the experimental cases

Area Fraction
True shape
Phase Permittivity
Case 3: low contrast
setup 1
Case 3: low contrast
setup 2
Case 4: high contrast
setup 3
Case 4: high contrast
setup 4

�

�

�

Level Set reconstruction
�

�

�

�

�

0.054 0.025

0.921

NA

0.084

0.032

0.884

NA

0.025 0.027

0.080

0.868

0.031

0.081

0.051

0.836

0.032 0.054

0.914

NA

0.042

0.091

0.867

NA

0.032 0.025

0.054

0.889

0.048

0.069

0.042

0.841
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Such simple experimental setups is sufficient for a static study as long as they provide
different phases (i.e. different permittivity values) and can be considered as a valid first step
towards studying multiphase process fluids.
8.3

DISCUSSION

The objective of this study was to demonstrate the ability of the LS method to detect and
quantify all phases despite any pre knowledge other than an estimated permittivity value of
the phases. From the results, it can be seen that this objective can be better achieved by the
LS method than traditional pixel based image reconstruction. This can be observed from the
reconstructed level set images, which show similar patterns of the true patterns shown in the
simulated and experimental results. Since the interaction between the capacitance
measurements and the process media is nonlinearly influenced by the inhomogeneity of the
flow, applying standard single step reconstruction methods that are based on regularisation
tools, usually only result in low-resolution images, especially in high contrast cases where
one phase has higher permittivity value compared to the other phases. This makes classical
reconstruction techniques more challenging in terms of correctly distinguishing the other low
permittivity phases since the high permittivity phase will dominate and make the problem
highly nonlinear.
The results in this chapter demonstrate the potential and feasibility of the proposed LS
technique for detecting, locating and characterizing all different phases possibly appearing in
a multiphase process. The advantage of this method over traditional MPFM available in the
market is that this ECT method minimizes the uncertainty of the measurements as it is nondependant on any variable other than estimated permittivity values, and thus it minimizes the
sensitivity of the measurements to changes in the fluid properties (e.g., salinity, viscosity,
density, dielectric constant, electrical conductivity, etc.), characteristics (e.g., slip, flow
regime, etc.), and flow condition (e.g., pressure loss, cavitation, contamination, chemical
injection additives, vibrations. etc.). Moreover, not only that it is tolerant to contaminants, but
also any type of contaminants can be imaged and measured too. As mentioned earlier there is
no available meter to measure contaminants, at best MPFM can measure oil, gas and water
only, given many a priori information about the flow. Instead, available MPFMs get either
fouled by contaminants or the accuracy gets negatively affected.
Simulation and experimental results demonstrated that the multi-phase LS based algorithm is
capable of imaging three or four phase permittivity contrasts. Such promising results can also
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be extended to image more than 4 phases by adding more level set functions to the model
accordingly. The nonlinear nature of the proposed algorithm as well as an estimated prior
knowledge about the contrast permittivity values enabled us to recover those permittivity
profiles by using one set of capacitance data. This is critically important in real life
application where absolute ECT data can be used to recover multi-phase flow data without
requiring a reference data. Another advantage of the level set shape reconstruction method
over traditional image reconstruction methods is the ability to accurately estimate the phase
volume fraction, as illustrated in Tables 8.1 and 8.2. This is because unlike traditional image
reconstruction methods, the level set method can distinguish different phases in a medium.
The results shown in this chapter are designed in order to study the potential of this algorithm
for multiphase imaging. The algorithm shows promising results, however it is also open for
enhancement. The performance of this method and hence the accuracy can be further
investigated and enhanced by refining the following features:


Generally, the permittivity values may be known and supplied to the algorithm as a
priori assumption, but the method can be extended where both the permittivity values
and the topology are determined simultaneously [23].



A pre-step of determining the best initial guess of the level set functions can improve the
speed of convergence.



The level set model can be improved by modifying the number/type of used level set



functions and/or the mapping � = �� � �

shown in (8.1).

The tuning parameters (i.e. the step size, the regularisation parameter) and the
regularisation matrix can be chosen differently using other methods to arrive at the best
choices.



In order to adapt this method to online monitoring, the tuning parameters can be
automated.



Applying a less dense mesh or stopping the iteration process if the residual reached a
specified set point can enhance the speed of convergence.



Applying a denser mesh or allowing further iterations may enhance the resolution of the
image.



This technique can also be extended to 3D image reconstruction.



Other optimization techniques can be applied to arrive at the best results in terms of
image resolution and computation time. One important optimization would be to
implement this algorithm in high performance computing such as GPU.
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In addition to the fact that the level set approach promise to make an ill-posed problem better
behaved, it offers other advantages such as:
1. Performing numerical computations of a geometric object containing curves and surfaces
on a fixed Cartesian grid without the need to parameterize such objects.
2. The level set method has the ability to follow shapes with changing topology (i.e. split in
to multi-regions, develops holes or vice versa).
3. The level set method does not require a priori assumption about the topology (i.e. spatial
location) nor the nature (i.e. shape and size) of the inclusion.
4. The level set method is well suited for high contrast image reconstruction with sharp
boundaries. This is because the high contrast inclusion is incorporated explicitly in the
level set model without it dominating the entire region and overshadowing the other low
contrast inclusions. Unlike traditional pixel based techniques, which have the limitation
of over smoothing the reconstructed image especially when a high contrast inclusion is
dominating the region.
Because of such advantages, the level set method has a great potential for shape
reconstruction applications and thus for multiphase image reconstruction. The hope is that the
results of this chapter will help in better understanding and further extending the application
of ECT for multi-phase flow imaging.
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Chapter IX
9
9.1

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTION

SUMMARY

Multiphase flow measurement is a very challenging and critical topic in industrial process
tomography. Two major challenges related to multiphase flow are pipeline/equipment deposit
monitoring and multiphase flow monitoring/measurement. Deposits might build-up in a
pipeline or equipment and disturb the flow, causing serious problems downstream. On the
other hand monitoring different phases in a crude flow is considered extremely important in
order to study and analyse the produced product. Hence, in order to ensure safety, increase
profits, optimize production and ensure production quality, the multiphase flow must be
adequately monitored and controlled. This study demonstrated the ability and potential of
ECT imaging for monitoring/measuring a multiphase flow in order to either measure the flow
rate of all separate phases or one particular phase (e.g., flow deposit). To support the thesis
that an economic-based ECT system can deliver significant value to the process industry for
monitoring/measuring multiphase processes, the following objectives were met successfully:
1. Reviewed different image reconstruction techniques for ECT in order to understand the
problem and the possible solutions.
2. Implemented a high resolution ECT algorithm for early deposit detection in pipelines.
3. Adopted ECT system for possible conductive deposits such as metal.
4. Implemented a low contrast multiphase imaging algorithm to distinguish all phases in a
medium.
5. Implemented a high contrast multiphase imaging algorithm to distinguish all phases in a
medium in the presence of a dominating phase.
6. Extracted concentration information about each phase in a multiphase medium.
9.2

CONCLUSIONS

Different image reconstruction techniques for ECT were reviewed and the capabilities of
ECT for monitoring multiphase media were studied and discussed. Accordingly, this thesis
was divided into three main studies:
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9.2.1

Deposit Detection in Pipelines

In this study, ECT with a novel Limited Region Tomographic (LRT) image reconstruction
using a narrowband pass filter was used to focus on targeted locations in a pipe where
contaminants are expected to deposit in order to enhance the resolution of the produced
images. Laboratory experiments were carried out using the suggested LRT and compared to
the traditional Full Region Tomography (FRT). Results showed that both LRT and FRT were
able to detect fine deposits and give information about their location. However, the LRT
could remarkably detect a layer of deposit as small as 0.5 mm without noise and generally
provides a more robust solution. This indicates that the proposed LRT method allows a
detection of deposit with the resolution of 0.085% of the entire imaging region, which makes
the ECT a very good method for detection of deposit. This conclusion is promising in terms
of detecting deposit accumulation inside pipelines, which increases the interior pipe wall
roughness and leads to other more serious problems.
9.2.2

Metal Detection Using Absolute Value ECT Data

In this study, ECT was used for metallic sample imaging which represents a possible scenario
of having conductive deposits. A high contrast material such as metal is considered a
challenge for ECT systems as traditional image reconstruction methods become highly
nonlinear. Due to the electrostatic equilibrium of metallic materials within static electric
field, the capacitance measurements are increased. The efficiency of non-iterative linear
methods (i.e. Tikhonov’s regularisation), TV regularisation with linear measurements and
iterative nonlinear methods (i.e. LS) for the image reconstruction was investigated. The
results demonstrated that both TV and LS methods could be adapted to image conductive
inclusions such as metal with good resolution. Nevertheless, the produced images using LS
method could identify sharp interfaces and distinguish multiple metal objects better. Also,
absolute ECT imaging was presented for the first time where the LS algorithm uses only one
set of ECT measurement data. This study paved the way for adapting the LS method for
imaging multiphase media with a dominating phase (i.e. a higher permittivity phase).
9.2.3

Multiphase Imaging Using Absolute Value ECT Data

In this study, the novel narrowband level set algorithm was modified to image multiphase
media in order to correctly determine the number, location and concentration of the present
phases. The innovative absolute ECT imaging using level set method was tested with high
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contrast and low contrast multiphase data. Simulation and experimental results demonstrated
that the multiphase LS based algorithm is capable of imaging three or four phase permittivity
contrasts despite any a priori information except for an estimated permittivity values. The
results also showed the superiority of this algorithm over classical pixel based image
reconstruction methods especially in accurately estimating the phase volume fraction of all
different phases in the medium.
9.3

LIMITATIONS

Despite the promising results shown in this thesis it is fair to mention some of the limitations
of this work:
1. ECT can be used to image non-conductive pipelines only. However, in case of a
conductive pipe, the sensor can be mounted internally, using the conductive
internal wall of the pipe as a screen.
2. All of the experiments in this thesis were static and the algorithms were not
tested for a dynamic flow.
3. The thesis presents a 2D ECT imaging in which the deposits to be imaged must
cover the entire length of the ECT sensor, whereas in real applications, the
deposits may be smaller or non-uniform especially in a case such as black
powder flowing in a gas pipeline. In such cases, the proposed methods can be
employed for 3D ECT, which can promise better real life solutions.
4. In an oil/water process, the flow can be either oil-continuous or watercontinuous. This depends on the water liquid ratio, the density, the viscosity, the
flow rate, and the presence of other chemicals. Although it is certain that ECT
and the proposed algorithms are suitable for an oil-continuous case, it is not clear
how they can perform in a water-continuous case, as conventional ECT system is
not the best option for such scenarios.
9.4

FUTURE DIRECTION

This thesis formulated a comprehensive study for ECT potential in imaging pipelines
carrying a multiphase flow. It presented a framework for new algorithms that can be used for
ECT to improve resolution and efficiency to detect both low and high contrast media. It also
demonstrated the benefits of developing an economic-based ECT system for monitoring
multiphase media. The algorithms developed have laid a foundation for high-resolution
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multiphase ECT imaging and it opens up several avenues for future work in economic-based
ECT imaging for multiphase media. Although the proposed solutions showed very promising
results, they are still not in the stage of real process testing and always open for
enhancements. Some future direction suggestions include:
1. Enhancing the Developed Algorithms: The performance of the algorithms and
hence the accuracy can be further investigated and enhanced by refining the tuning
parameters. More suggestions for enhancing the level set algorithm were given in
Section 8.3. Also, the LRT in Chapter 5 can utilizes nonlinear iterative solutions to
be compared with our solution. This thesis focuses on the inverse problem aspect of
image reconstruction; however, the forward problem aspect is as important and can
significantly enhance the solution. Hence, further studies on enhancing the forward
model can be adapted such as using Boundary Element Method (BEM) instead of
FEM.
2. Adopting the Algorithms for Online Flow Monitoring: At this stage the suggested
algorithms can be used online in real time if the system was placed on the pipeline in
such a way that representative samples are being taken continuously and allowed to
settle before an image is captured then returned to the flow. But because of the
promising results achieved in this study, further online studies can be adapted to the
algorithms to investigate their capability to image multiphase fast flows in real time
inline.
3. Employing the proposed algorithms by other electrical tomography techniques:
such as EIT, ERT, MIT or others.
4. Phase volume fraction measurement: The extracted phase area fraction can be
further extended to measure the phase volume fraction. This can be achieved, for
example, by locating two ECT systems on the pipeline separated by known distance
and cross-correlate the captured images.
5. Constructing three-dimensional capacitance images: i.e. time and twodimensional space image or three-dimensional space image.
6. Enhancing the speed of convergence: For a typical PC like the one used for this
study, the nonlinear LS algorithm presented in here takes 34 s to run the experimental
data for a mesh of 1367 elements, and 65 s for a mesh of 2064 elements. Such
computation time is not ideal for online measurements, as it will not give real time
measurements of the process.
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7. Enhancing the stability of the algorithms: as it can be seen from the norms of the
error between the measured and calculated capacitances in Chapters 7 and 8, the LS
algorithm is instable. This makes the algorithm unsuitable for online measurement in
this stage of research.
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